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Chief Editor's Space
This volume is very special to all of us associated
with the Institute since the journal appears in its new
avatar; having acquired an ISSN number, FELT
establishes an identity of its own in the network of
journals. All along FELT has captured developments
in English Language Teaching andwill continue to do
so.

Global izatio n, rib er arization and c ommunication are

terms that define the economic growth

in

modern times which

subsequently influences education. Amidst it, the English language has
come to steer several professional developments and vocational training

programmes for India's young population. Students in most parts
of
India are being asked to enhance their proficiency in using English.
Since this Institute deals with the teaching of English at all levels
of
education, it has begun to find ways and means of ieaching out to
meet

the increasing demand for English from students and teacheis.

Indeed, one of the most noticeable phenomena of the present times
in
India is the emergence ofyouth power. At present, as a nation, India
has a
natural demographic advantage over many societies of the world. It
is
estimated that by 2020 the average Indian will only be 29 years
old
against a comparative age of 37 in the US and china and,45 in iapan
and
west Europe. But the demographic advantage needs to be complemented

with employability skills which include cbmpetence in use of nngrsh.
In his 2009 budget speech, the Finance Minister pranab Mukherjee
stated that the nation's young population has to be converted into
a
dynamic economic advantage by providing it with the right education
and skills. English is an important skill among the skill set prescribed
forthis talent.
we are aware that surveys conducted recently have reported a gap that
exists between industry expectations and employability skills of recent
graduates. Though the market requires graduates trained
in vocational
skills, most of the courses offered by Indian universities are knowledgebased. Besides, when it comes to preparing for the knowledge-based
economy, several sfudents can be seen resorting to short-cuts.
while
library charges are reported to have come down, the coachi ng mandi
business (teaching shops offering crash courses in clearing entrance
tests) thrives. For

a

knowledge-based economy, this can be

a cause

of

concern'Itisimportantfortheyouthtodevelopcriticalthinkingskills
It is here that the
expressing
and accompanying skills for

complei ideas'

role ofthis Institute becomes crucial'

Institute has launched three new
Addressing the market needs' the
MA -English' RIE Certificate in
programmes this acaJemic session:
college students and Chandigarh
English urra e.pfoiui-i'fity itittrlo,
step
for school students. The next big
Training of Soft sr.il, icroSS)
the
of
scope
it t" opf"it the ICT to widen the
the Institute
this
like
"nui.ug",
;;,,,," whiie continuing with publications
Institute,s
FELT.
journal, i.e.'GCTE

ThisissueofFELTfocusesononeofthemostdemandingskillsof
language, i.e. the skill

ofwriting'

Dr. Sharda Kaushik
Director, Regional Institute of English
Ct *aigurh Administration, Chandigarh

From the Editorrs Desk
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The written word can create magic. There are
numerous forms of writing that we encounter daily
which influence, inform, excite and entertain us'
Writing is much more than graphic symbols, for it
deals with the ability to express ideas using the
necessary vocabulary structure and punctuation' Its

scope also includes choosing an appropriate style,
tone and organization ofthe text. The present issue of
FELT aims at enhancing the ability of learners to

think creatively and express themselves through writing.
The world of English-speaking is expanding, so is the age for learning
English as a second/foreign language being lowered by the educationists
*oild*id.. In the present scenario, availability of authentic teaching
material is not an issue any longer but the relevant issue concerning all is

the dearth of trained writers that consequently affects creation of

genuine written works. FELT contributes to this academic discourse by
6eing the beaming lighthouse of authentic knowledge and resourceful
study. Writing canbe more effective when learners become aware of the
real purposer of *t ut is to be written, and develop specific skills in order
to Oo tnat. As they rightly say'words afe ones' own babies and we resist
killing them'. It is importantto reahze however that an original piece of
writing emerges like the 'phoenix' from its own ashes. That is to say that a

good writer hust have the ability and the knowledge to make self
corrections and rewrite his own work. FELT gives this opportunity to its
contributors and tries to maintain high standards of self-evaluation and
assessment by publishing works true to the appeal of knowledge and
new learning.
The current issue of FELT, keeping in line with its predecessors, talks
about the pedagogical developments and changes in the arena ofwriting,
both as an advancing technology and as a mushrooming playground for
young learners and writers. Everyone wants to write something or the
other these days. Its relevance, so far as the teaching learning scene goes,
has been increased by the fast developments in its associated areas of
study such as Communicative Language Teaching, internet usage,
muliimedia etc. that students must keep abreast of living in today's tech

sawyworld.
Teaching of writing in the present scenario is still a challenging but a

rewarding assignment. Students need to be personally involved in
writing exercises in orderto make the learning experience oflasting

value. Encouraging student participation in the exercise, while at the
same time refining and expanding writing skills, requires a certain
pragmatic approach. The teacher should be clear on what skills he/she is
trying to develop. Next, the teacher needs to decide on which means or
types of exercise can facilitate learning ofthe target area. Once the target
skill areas and means of implementation are defined, the teacher can
proceed to focus on what topic can be employed to ensure student
participation. By pragmatically combining these objectives, the teacher
can expect enthusiasm, effective learning, and multidimensional
development of human intelligence and samples of good creative
writing.

The articles in this issue of FELT address all these areas of burning
concern in the ELT domain. The first article in the journal is on Teaching
Writing: Theoretical Considerations by Dr. Charanjeet Kaur which
focuses on three kinds of problems involved in teaching of writing,
namely, psychological, linguistic and cognitive. She tries to analyze
these problems and provide solutions for the same. Dr Arvinder Kaur in
her informative article on'The Essentials of Transcoding' delves upon
the different types of transcoding possible and the usefulness of this
methodology in the arena ofthe written word.

The traditional approach to teaching was teacher-centric, with the
teacher doing most of the speaking, the leamers doing most of the
listening and very little in the way of a two-way process of
communication.

Dr. Sharda Kaushik in her informative article on 'Teaching Writing
Skills' focuses on Writing texts which involve description, discussion,
narration, analysis and evaluation. They can be graded in that order in
terms of difficulties they pose for beginners. She supports her research
with examples and talks about the different methods of teaching writing.

Dr. Bindu Bajwa's useful article on 'Writing Report' analyses the
importance of reports which is undeniable as they are used in all work
spheres whether they are news reports, police reports, project reports,
weather reports, company reports or any other. According to her study,
one can say that a report is a formal document which is likely to be stored
for later reference. It should be carefully planned and researched, clearly

organized, and written objectively in an impersonal tone with due
attention to editing and acknowledgment ofresources and references.

In my article on 'Collaborative Writing: Deconstructing Authorship' I
have tried to give the details of the concept of collaborative writing, its
present day market value and necessity. The large question of single

authorship and the rights associated with it are being questioned in my
paper.
In the concluding part of this issue, we have given our 2009-2010 annual
report. The dialogue box at the end includes some simple activities for
learners to do and enjoy. In the end I would like to thank all those people
whose efforts have gone into the shaping of this issue ofFELT.

HappyReading

Dr. Pooja Sharma
Assistant Professor

Regional Institute of English
Chandi garh Administration, Chandigarh
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The Institute at a Glance

Considerations
Teaching Writing: Theoretical
*Dr. Charanjeet Kaur
Traditionally,thestudentsareleftbytheteacherstodeveloptheskillsof
in
*t ttt""eht of as capable of taking notesthe
writing'on their
"*"i;;;
and symllies without b:19 ]1ueht
the class and producing letters
*itit'g' The cause of worry is that the
art of handling tt'"" io'rn' of
own are so
the right strategies on their
to'ait"o'"t
fail
who
students
i' tte absence of the right
much past the uugt oi-ftarning i1'1
is
really be helped' What i1 important
cannot
they
insights,
theoretical
the students in
of writing to be ieamed by
that instead of leaving the art
teach this art as an end in
way' we should
an unstructured and unguided

itself.
well, no magic step-by-step
There is no single way to write
which leaves
that would guarantee succ.ess'

formula or

writing

an

procedure
is most
Indeed' sometimes writing
i'*nt
b;;
i'
which
exercise
"utv' that writing can be agonizing and
diffrcult and writerl ot.n "o*plain
which a
mechanistic piocedure for
painstaking. W'iti'g i' not u
of
gr"'' iit*vitautv involves planningdoes
foolproof ,", o,*i"l;;;
sense' writing
noi itAfy tt foreseen' In this
activities tt ut
that
"ot'fa
onthe partof the writer andto
require a certain;; of creativity
exient, it is diflicult to teach'

Writingisessentiallyasolitaryactivityandthefactthatwearerequired
towriteonoulown,withoutthepossibilityofinteractionorthebenefit
writing we
iask of writing difficult. In
of feedback, in it.Ljf.J". the
our own
communication open through
have to keep the channels of
and by the

by our choice of sentence structure
that the text we
u'" iitftta together and sequenced'
way our ,rn
process
",,tt'
i . I*". Writing is learnt through a
produce can b.
with all
the wrifie;form of language
of instructio.,. w.-i'ur. to master
or which
used in writing than in speech'
the structur., *t'itt' u'e more

efforts, and to

;a

"nr;,
i";;;J.Jo,

for

effective
ideas in such
have to learn to organize our
communication in writing. we
We see that for
U"""u'ity understood by the reader'
a manner that th;
a foreign
"utt
writing' particularly writing in
all the ufor"Intt'tio*d t"uto""
is extremely diffrcult to teach'

are used exclusively

in writing,

and are important

language,

AccordingtoDonnByrne(1988),therearethreekindsofproblems
* Dr' Charanjeet Kaur, rrinciput, S.G.G.S. College, Chandigarh
1

invorved
ofwriting: psychorogicar,
ringuistic and cognitive.
Before prescribing
'n
ury ,"oi-.i,i", ,
what airs his

"u:I:,

fl

a"*r;if;r"*

#!:",:H1Tliil:::,;m";*ri,gtoi,"f

conduct a diagnostic
test,",n"
pinpointing thJproblemr,
has to be devised-to

*,rl,t,J'fi,,1rTfrf"'ijil"i::ffiI

,h";;r;;ns

have to be found, i.e.
a course

r..rirv,rr" ris'tltes.or,re

be conducted over-a
period of time and
u
theprogress

ofthe

.o,"inJI",,,"*ski,,soi

t.t

tearne.r;;;;;"

learner.

.t oria

rt

shourd

"1or.."
#;"",
to assess

end ofthe course.
To deverop subjectmatter
courses, course-designers
must work through
list
curricul*_o.r"or"i'"i,n,"n
formuration of objectiv".,
needs,

a

of

-r.i.l,,ri

of

.".t]-^i***r,,
and
organi ii;-rr'of content,

;lli:ffi iff :ffi ffiIillJl,i":il1*,experiences,determinationoi
Richards and Rogers.
(l 9g6) contend that
different theories of
and Ianguage learning
ranguage
irnr"r.""it.
ro.*
determine what a
r.*"*
i.e. they
"i-u'
.mlthod .u, ,"i"ort to achieve.
specifi catio, orrul::f
They view the
* f ."*trg
or approach. process-orienred
o?a.rigr, no,
"U,i"tiu.,
may be offered in contrast
product_oriented,objecri""r-fiiirri.r"rr,
"f;;i;:,
to
oriented) of rn" ro."
degre"'?"'*r,i"r, a method
hu, p,o."., o.
;1111,:,T1,ffj}:t'rhe

;;;;;r;,

;,;;Jiff"iffi l;l,t;;;]*'

ed
how grammu. o,
p I ac

"o

i, no*-,i,#

emph asi s i s

p.o,iun;;i;;#;.:11#:1;il,:ffiffi.,

and in

The objectives of
a method, whether defined
primariry in terms
product or process,
of
aftained through.
through the organized.are
process,
and ai.""tJ in'te?"tio,
of teachers, rearners
materials in the
and

;; i;"*.;:#

ilffi*

grammaticar accuracymay
"lurs.oom.
be quite

activities that focus

.iff...r,

on

from those that focus
communicative skills
on
Th. utiuity--ty]'.r,nur_u
method advocates _
the

JlXff :ffi

Hf:iliif ';;;i; ;'*#ii,.tr,oa

l1ffi1"J:"i":lf*1-:

teaching involve overr
or covert decisions

li;,1g.::,T*hh'i.;:':i;fi:!:f
ringuist;;.##t

fr subject
the
ma*er and
to say (subject_matter)

anarys is - oft en
serve

;fi l;H:xil?

anjf,"*i" *lifiirguirti.
"ff:::[il#'#:i"*r
maner).

i
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Elizabeth Ingram writ

es rnTechniques in

Applied Linguistics (197 4)that

tests invite candidates to display their knowledge or skills in a
concentrated fashion, so that the results can be graded, and inferences
made from the standard of performance in the test about the general
standard of performance that can be expected from the candidate either
at the time of the test or at some future time. She says that a test is a
measuring device which is used to compare an individual with other
individuals who belongto the same group.
Diagnostic tests are used to assess how much actual or available-forpractical-use ability the learner has in a particular area at the time of
iesting. The purpose of diagnostic tests is to identiff the strengths and
weaknesses of learners in a number of basic-skill areas. The focus of a
diagnostic test is on basic sub-skills, rather than on the higher level
communication tasks, such as writing an essay, making a short speech,
taking notes from reading etc. These results can be treated as reflective
of the entry behavior of the learners. The objectives become clear once
the diagnostic test is administered'

Anthony Howatt (1974),

in "The Background to course Design",

Techniques in Apptied Linguistics,says that creating materials to teach a
foreign language is a complicated, demanding and many sided task. It is
a pedagogic problem. The teacher has to make her own choices and only

the results can tell whether the choices were right or wrong. As a first
step towards achievingthis goal, we should askthe who, why andhow of
it, i.e. who the learner is, why he is learning a foreign language, how he
should be taught, etc. in order to realize this aim.

Anthony Howatt further says that a foreign language is taught for its
educational value, a second language has practical use in the leamer's
everyday life, and a lingua franca is learnt for its practical relevance in
the future life ofthe learner. Like FraidaDubin and Elite Olsnatin ( I 986),
Anthony Howatt (1974) is also of the view that economic and social
needs of the community exert the most powerful influence on shaping
the content and methodology of language teaching courses. They also
agree that the other important factor affecting the production of
materials is the learner. According to Howatt, the age of the learner, his
previous learning, his motivation in leaming the language and his
aptitude for leaming the language are important considerations. The
learner is a significant factor in the classroom. The leamer is expected to
take active part in the learning process in many communicative
programs. They are expected to share responsibilities, make changes,

evaluate their own progress, and develop individual preferences and so
on. A period of "learning how to learn" is important to become a

responsible learner.

Richards and Rogers think that the way rearners are regarded, has direct
influence on the design of an instructional system. A m.tt od t implicit
or explicit responses to questions about the learners contribution to the
learning process, which lies in the types ofactivities the learners engage
in, the degree ofcontrol the learners have over the content oflearning,

*

the patterns of learner groupings adopted, the degree to which the
learners influence the learning of others, and the view of the learners
as
processors, performers, initiators and problem solvers.

Every teacher wants materials which allow her to work easily,
effectively, and according to the principles which she thinks are right.
These principles are derived from her practical experience and study
of
psychology. Taken together, the results of study and experience
constitute a body of method which can be put into effect by making the
teaching techniques suitable to the special circumstances of a particular
teaching situation. Sometimes a principle in its pure form is not
applicable. The teacher has to devise a technique which is functional
even if it is not ideal.
AccordingTo FraidaDubin and Erite olshatin, it is useful to distinguish
between natural language and foreign language settings. In a foieign
language setting, the teachers are non-native speak.r, *ho may
have
never spent time in an English-speaking country and, as a result, they
find it hard to make decisions ofthe kind a native would. They may feel
that the teacher is the most significant factor in determining tire
success
of syllabi or materials. Their attitude and ability to adapt themselves to
new thinking, and what it involves in practical terms, is crucial. Three
things to be kept in mind while evaluating a teacher are: (a) the teacher,s
training, background, level ofhigher education, exposure to ideas about
nature of language and language learning and teaching experience,
the
(b) the teacher's command of the target language, (c; ihe ieacher's
attitude towards changes in the teaching program.
They add that the designers of the courses have little control in
the area
of command ofthe target language and that they must take into account,

while planning new programs, the fact that teachers with traditional
training may not be able to handle modern teaching materials. A period
of sensitizing may be necessary for both teachers and students before
new ideas can be introduced effectively. The teacher roles are related
to

methods
at the level of approach' Some
theories about language learning
and

of knowledge
u' u
are totally dependeni on the ieacher
'o""t
role to be like that of a consultant'
direction; others see the teacher's
proof the
and still others try to teacher
-ii.r"iiirg
guide and model fo, ito*ing;
building
by
teacher initiative and
instructional system iv
texts or lesson plans'
instructional content ani direction into
TeacherrolesinMethodsarerelatedtothefollowingissues:(a)the
(b) the
over how learning takes place;
degree of control ttre ieacher has
for determining the content of
degree to which the

what is taught

i;e,

is r"sporsible

are expected to
t"l ti" typts of irnctiory the teachers
counselor or model, for

discharge lwtrettrer itls

ii*

best way

f'utii"ut

oru pructice directoq
patterns that develop between teachers
instance), (d) the interactional
roles
depend critically on the teacher
and learnerr. lur"tnoJ, ,ypir"ilv
principles
prin"ipr". of method are, obviously not
and their reatizationr
guesses and hypotheses about the
in any absolute ,",'"' They are rather
as
ptoblem' Principles are ye-ful so long
of tackling ;

changc in the light of further
they remain open'to'dittt"'ion and
by the theorists' Teachers and
experience or new 1;; f* fo'*u'd
the teacher has to show that
psychologists have

t"ttpf"**'"tl-.'of;s;

herpracticalideas*"*ia.rvapplicableandthepsychologisthasto
in a real life situation'
prove that his suggestions will work
Justaseveryteacherisherowninformalpsychologist,sheisalsoher
gJ ,h" teacher siili needs to make use of a
own informuf firg]rt.
when it comes to the writing of
description of the i;;;;"gt particularly
should be surveyed before
teaching materials. cxisting programmes
are noted in the existing
new program.", ur.'J"rrgil. Seficiencies
expanded' They feel that in
programmes and ttt"y utt" improved or

other components that need to be
addition to the learner and the tlacher'

takencareofbeforeplanninganewcorrrsearetheexistingsyllabiand
the resources of the program. This
curriculum, tt e materials in ise, and

the
the strenglhs and weaknesses of
investigation rr"tps ii,rrrderstanding

existingPrograms'

Syllabus

is the vehicle through which policy-makers

convey

informationtoteachers,text-bookwriters,examination-committeesand
(a) what the
the program. The syllabus describes
the learners
"or"i*i"g f"o* at the end of the course' i'e' course
learners ur"

"*pl",tito

objectivesirrop"'utionalterms'(b)whatistobetaughtorlearntduring
of items' (c) when it istobetaught'
the course inthe form ofan inventory
inventory of items to the
at *tut,ut" oif'og'""' relating the
and

different levels and stages

as

weil

as to the

time constraints ofthe course,

(d) how is it to be taught, suggesting procedures, techniques,

and

materials, (e) how is it to be evaluated, suggesting testing and evaluating
mechanisms.

The content of teaching materials derives from a description of
the
language being taught, which incrudes information not only
about
grammar but of all aspects of language use. But before
the descriptive
information can be used by the learners, the course writer must
work

out
suitable techniques for presenting it to them. The syllabus includes
what
and how ofthe course; i.e. the conduct ofthe course. we
should work out
in detail the "what" of the course. Before designing materials for the
course, we must examine the materials in use.

Points to consider:
In surveying the existing materials, it is necessary to know:

l.

by whom and where the materials were developed and whether
the
team of material developers was familiar with the educational
system concerned and with the student population.

2. if the materials are compatible with the syllabus. compatibility

should be checked from ail the points specified in the sylrabus.
Similarly, the procedures, the techniques and the presentation of
items must be in harmony with the specifications given in
the
syllabus.

3.

ifmost ofthe materials provide alternatives for the teachers and the
learners in terms of learner-tasks, learning styles, presentation
techniques, expected outcomes etc.

4.

which language skilrs the materials cover. Are they presented
separately, or are they well integrated?

5.
6.

how authentic the text types included in the materials are.

how the learners and teachers who have used the materials feel
aboutthem.

The Role of Instructional Materials:

what is specified with respect to objectives, content, (i.e. the sylrabus),
learning activities, and the learner and teacher roles sugjests
the
function of materials within the system. The syllabus defines-iinguistic
content in terms of language elements, strucfures, topics,
notions, and

functions, or, in some cases, learning tasks. It also defines the goals for
language learning in terms of speaking, listening, reading, and writing
skills. The instructional materials, in their turn, further speciff the
subject matter content, even where no syllabus exists, and defines or
suggests the intensity of coverage for syllabus items, allocating the
amount of time, attention and detail that particular syllabus items or
tasks require. Instructional materials also define or imply the day-to-day
learning objectives that collectively constitute the goals ofthe syllabus.

The role of the instructional materials within a method will reflect
decisions concerning the primary goal of materials, the form of
materials, and the relation of materials to other sources of input, and the
abilities of teachers. A particular design for an instructional system may
imply a particular set ofroles for materials in support of the syllabus and
the teachers and the learners.

Procedure:
The last level of conceptualization and organization within a method is
referred to as procedure. This encompasses the actual moment-tomoment techniques, practices, and behaviors that operate in teaching a
language according to a particular method. It is the level at which we
describe how a method realizes its approach and design in the classroom
behaviour. At the level of design, as we saw a method advocates the use
of certain types of teaching activities as a consequence of its theoretical
assumptions about language and learning. At the level of procedure, we
are concerned with how these tasks and activities are integrated into
lessons and used as the basis for teaching and learning. There are three
dimensions to a method at the level of procedure: (a) the use of teaching
activities (drills, dialogues, information-gap activities, etc.) to present

new language items, and to clarifu and demonstrate formal,

communicative, or other aspects of the target language; (b) the ways in
which particular teaching activities are used for practising language; (c)
the procedures and techniques used in giving feedback to the learner
concerning the form or content ofhis utterances or sentences. Procedure
focuses on the way a method handles the presentation, practice, and
feedback phases of teaching.
According to Howatt, the first consideration of a course writer preparing
materials for the foreign learners must be the choice of a wide range of
suitable topics, topics which will provoke the interest of the leamer,
advise him on how to use the materials, to get the most out of it in the

most efficient and enjoyabre
way, and grade the materiars
gradually become
so that they
more demanoing. Howatt
u"ii"""r',rrat
difficurry lies not so much
the real

in.h;;;i;s what to t"".h;;; i;
arranging
oio.g*i zing and, gracring a courseand

grading the materiats'
rhe purpo*

is

to I earn ir,' . J,.,
wri rer m us t,
fi"Iffi ]i}","J:::f::l ffi
"
come, how much,r,o,rJt. "1',:..:
.;;ffi1JTfi:,:H:: :?XiTf if*ij
sufficient

revision b" urrung.d-fi
,fror, .uusing boredom.
The causes of error
are maniford: faurty
initiar.teaching, misconceptions,
mother_tongue inrerferen"",
ou".l*Jn"ralizations, ani;;;;.
mistakes is the onrv-wry
Explaining
remediar
easy points are taught
"f
first and the
"*"..ir"r.'rn principre,
on' what makes- a new point iifficurt f."tu; ;;ri.'iunguug" rut".
easy or difficurt to rearn?
methodorogicar side
There is a
uno rirguirti. Jra" to
this qr"rtion,it e sequentiar
grading of materiar
ir a"t".riin.ol;';. earry
siages oru.ou^. by
teaching method that
the
has il";;;;;.to
imprement it. As the
progresses, the nroblems
course
.
that arise are

;ril;;t

rhereu..,'h;;i'ff

icurties,n",;;;ffi il:rfl,JJ,;?l]jltffi:iil

patterns of his own
languag"
transfer works as the
ress

the,u,". *uy.

lanluale.

oi,n!

intoli"

;i;;;;.

new language. Sometimes
this

d; ffi ilffiffi"j#::Ti:tffi;J

patterns to the new^ranguag"
Mother-tongue interfere;";r
For exampre' both Engrish
more or less the same
way in

.;;ft"n-rand

the reamer

in troubre.
;;;; i.orut"ro*e at a conceptuar
rever.
a perfect tense, formed
"';a;;have
the t*o rurg;ffi;;;;il,"nough in

ff[[:H:manticallv

in
foralearnerto suppose
thatthey are equivarent
in

Grading can herp to lessen
the effects of interference
though it cannot
preclude them artogether.
Differe;;";;g", of the same
pattern or rexicar items
grammaticar
must u. Ji"irgrished,
and the| shourd be
inhoduced into the
materiars at ini"ruat,
rather trran ari at once.
Unambiguous context
for the Oiferent'
must be provided,
particuriry r"il;;;y"renewto

th.,"u*Ltu'ings

The idea ofmother-tongue
interference shourd not
be pursued too far,
for
misplaced.
i,,po.tur,
the
course designer is
faced with is: Is a
to ream? trso, is ttrere
apparent reason for this?
any
Aguin, irro, .u, anything
be done about it in
terms of grading

it is largely

fn.

,*rr,",
p*i"ri"r;;il;#ffrt

rt...

or not?
ur. urri"otrrer probrems which
trouble' certain concepts
cause
are not .t.u. io the learner,
for even teachers

find it difficult to explain them. An example of such a concept is the one
involved in the use of 'the' in Engrish. Grading can make the task lighter
for the leamer by distinguishing between meanings and by makingsure
that they are introduced in clearly defined contlxts. But, in the end,
success in learning is a matter of sufficient experience, and no
theoretical considerations can help the learner all the way.
Another problem is that of class assignments. Items have to be grouped
into classes, further divided into subclasses. Here, grading cannot help
much, except by controlling the number of class assignments that are
to
be handled by the learner at any one time. Excepions arso pose a
problem. It is sensible to grade the items in such a way,that the
learners
learn the'major'rules before they learn the minor on"r. E*."ptions
also
have to be leamt as single items for the most part, and they
cause a
considerable problem, e.g. the past tense of go,l.e. went. Grading
can
assist by limiting the number of exceptions introduced at any
one time,
and postponing the unimportant ones until late in the course.
Then
unexpected features ofthe language will have to be remembered
as odd,
isolated forms, as for example, the third person singular inflection ,he
in

comes'.

complexity poses another problem, as, for instance, when the rearner
has to apply a number of rures simultaneously in order
to produce a
correct sentence when he has to make the right choice from
a number of
related possibilities. It is a common rule not to introduce
more than one
grammatical structure into a course at the same time.
It seems a
reasonable altemative to suggest that the course-designer
should
introduce selected examples of the structure as set phrases
over a
number of lessons.
The ordering of items in a language course is not always particurarry
important. choosing one sequence of items rather than
another cannot
help much in making diffirsed and difficult concepts
any crearer, nor can
it help the learner to classifu new items. It can reduce
the learner,s burden
to a certain extent by delaying the introduction ofexceptions,
and also by
breaking up complicated paradigms into more manageable
sebtions. But
it cannot ease the memory problems of 'meaningless' choices,
such as
those involved in prepositional phrases.

After selecting and organizing the content, i.e. grading
the content, it

becomes important to know about how much to teactr
in a course. At the
superficial level the answer seems to be simpre in the
view ofAnthony
Howatt, i.e. as much as the average member of the
class can,master,in

the time ava,able. However, there are
two questions unanswered: (r)
what is meant by the term master? (2) how
canihis mastery be achieved?
When the questionilhg*1ng a ior.ign
language i, unuiyr"O, another
question crops up. what is the criterioi
orsu"cis in rorig, Ianguage
Iearning? once again we return to the
objectives ofthe course. It cannot
be decided how much to incrude in
the course unress the course designer
knows howmuch the learner is expected
to know.
The question ofperformance standard
may arso be considered. Howatt
says: "If the pupir is expected to be
compretery accurate, he wilr
obviously learn ress in a given time than
he wourd ifhe were working to a
less demanding (more usefur) criterion,
e.g. fluent interigib,ity.,,
According to Howatt, it is a matter of priorities:
Is the emphasis on
fluency, as in the earry stages it resurts in
inaccuracies but provioes ttre
learner with a useful command of the
ranguage relativery quickry, or is
the emphasis on srower progress with
the stress laid on accurate
performance ofnewpoints as they
tum up in the course? The second one
is more tempting especiaily when
we believe that inaccuracies torerated
early inthe learning will bemore difficurtto
dear with rateron.

According to Howatt one advantage of
adopting the aim of accurate
performance is that the pupils can
be examined and tested to see whether
they have acquired this accuracy or not.
Accuracy is simpre to examine,
mainly because it tests grammaticar rules
which can easily be judged
right or wrong, so tests can be marked
without too much argument.
Fluency is almost impossible to mark
fairry, but it is a more important
skill in most real rife situations. Another
consequence of an accuracy
dominated approach is that some rearners
leave ih"
before
have learnt enough of the foreign
"or.r,has a they
ranguage. The teacher
rimited
amount of time at her disposar. If she
spends a, her time on accuracy,
then fluency suffers. In any case, insistence
on deta,ed accuracy is
premature in the early stages.
About revision, Howatt has an important
comment to make.

He is ruefur
at the lack of opporhrnities foi constant revision
in
most foreign
language

teaching courses. Giving revision lessons
at certain infrequent
points does not serve the pu.por".
He says: ,,Revision should be both
cumulative and recurrent. when a rearning
point has been introduced
into the materials, it should be used
again and again in the succeeding
units' of course, important points have
to be stressed. If cumulative
recurrence is appried to teaching
materiars, the effect wourd ue startring.
Enough interesting repetition s[ourd
be piovided in a foreign ranguage

l0

teaching course. It is only by the constant use
ofthe language which has
already been taught in new and different contexts
that the learners can be
continually reminded ofwhat they met in previous
ressons, and boredom
is avoided by using a different iopic ano if the previously
introduced
language reoccurs in a very wide variety ofmaterials.
The objection to cumulative recurrence is that
it needs arargebody of
teaching material ofthe twin aims ifconstant
revision and varLd activity
were to be realized. Howatt says that we cannot
reasonabry expect fuil
control ofnew bits oflanguage at a first encounter,
rather ream them
gradually by experiencing them intermittently
in different contexts. The
concept behind this is that of a spirar experience
ofnew language i.e. we
continually experience a new word o. pkur. and
endeavor to assimilate
it by trying it out on people.

Howatt disapproves of the tendency of the
teaching courses to isolate
learning points to present these poinis one
after the other in some orders
and to practice each ofthem in rather
a lot of detail before moving on to
the next, whereas in the nafural process
of learning, u tunguug" is ,spiral,,
i-e' the same things keep turning up in different

combinations with
meanings.
What_
is
necessary
is
a sophisticated linguistic
.li*r",r,
control of the context of the materiars so that
thl pupil is not simply
'immersed' in a bewildering mass of uncoordinated
bits and pieces of
language no matter how interesting each
separate bit might be. It is better
that the student shourd be given the opportunity
to expJrience the same

features turning up

in many ditrerent combinations so that he may
gradually 'grow into'the language as
his experience of it increases. The
most important factor to be considered
carefulry by the policy makers is
the time availabre for the acquisition of
the iurg"i rurgr"i'."ir,.
-always
objectives and the ways l]1 which they
can be achieved
are
dependent onthe amountoftime availabie
andhow it is distributed.
The classroom setting is arso an important
factor, reflecting a number

of

relevant features of the teaching/rearning
situation. The number of
sfudents, teachers, and acfual physical
environment of the classroom is
also significant. Even buoletary restrictions
are important

considerations, for they make the course pranner
adjust his aspirations to
realistic limitations.
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The Essentials of Tfanscoding
*Arvinder Kaur
code of communication' It could
Transcoding refers to the change of the
to the written one (prose)
be a change from the verbal form (dialogue)

andfromthewrittentotheverbal.Transcodingalsotakesplacewhenwe
This is known as visual
interpret a diagram,-a chart or a graph'
types of transcoding' These
transcoding. So, we have to deal with four
are:

(i) ProsetoDialogue
(i) DialoguetoProse

(i)

Visual to Prose

(i) Prose to Dialogue

Ifweobservecarefullyandlookaroundourselveswerealizethat
it.when we
life' We do
transcoding is an integral part of our everyday
often based on written texts
describe an incident oi an Lvent. Films are
on a large scale here' The story
and books. Hence, transcoding is done

text gets transformed into
that was written in the form of a prose
lt requires great
process is not as simple as it appears to be'
dialogue. The

skilltoengagetheviewer/readerandretainhisinterest.Theconverted

code,thedialogueinthiscase,hastobefulloflifeandalsohavethe
can
of the codes
power of narration. Let us see then how the conversion

bedoneeffectivelysothatthechangedcoderetainsthesameforceand
flavour ofthe original.
for writers and is a complex
Dialogue writing is a skill essentially meant
p-".ir.. that needs astute understanding of the everyday situations of
life.

o..Dialogue,,referstoconversationthatisexchangedbetween
two or more characters'

o
o

and report the
From the given prose text, you have to write
the spoken form as it is
speech of tlt',. chaiacter directly' i'e'' in
writtdn,withininvertedcommas(Quotationmarks).
is perhaps the most important
Quotation marks or punctuation
alteration that takes Place'

*Dr. ArvinderKaur, Associate Professor, G'C'G' Sec-l
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what is not' Correct use of
These indicate what is spoken and
essential; otherwise the

p"rt*"i*

is

absolutely
dialogue will be totally ineffective'

marks

leaving a
Separate the dialogue of each speaker'

little space after

one sPeechfinishes.

writing is the use of
Another important aspect of dialogue
speechtags-

speech u19 *" placed
These are the words that lead to the
marks' When you did
outside the quotation or punctuation

narrationexercisesyouleamttheseasreportingverbs'words
speech' Proper use of these
unJ fn ur., that leai to the reported
writing' You'can
,p"""t ,ugt is ofutmost importance in dialogue
in the middle'
piu.. you-r rp.."f,iug'anywhere in the sentence'
the

uithe end of a sentence' Do not place
mark if the character is
speech tag atthe end of the quotation
more important when
.i"uf.ing"for the frst time' This is all the

at the beginnirrg o,

"it'

thecharact.rtu",otyetbeenintroducedoridentifiedbythe
reader.

the dialogues'
Try to use modifiers sparingly while writing
tags to

.

along with speech
These are'action wordsithat are used
when he said those lines'
describe what the character was doing

Thesemodifiersarewordslike'shouted"'exclaimed"'cried"
'whispered','conceded','explained','interjected'andsomany
useful sometimes' their
others. Although these words can be
of
can draw the reader out of the flow
overuse is annoying-and
the dialogue.

o

is achieved and

It is imperative that natural rhythm of speech
maintainedinvo"'diulogu..Remainfaithfultotheoriginal
passage.

R.rn.*tt'

you

tL

ru1the risk of sounding outlandish

andimprobaute.gence,itissafetoremainfaithfultothegiven
text ana changejustthe reported form'

o

reality to

giving a touch of
Take utmost care when it comes to
exactly like real
your dialogue' It is said that dialogue is not
speech' This-is-to say that
speech, but it should read like real
words like""'um'
speak in real life we use certain
*h.n
distract the reader' Many
hmm, uh-oh, uh-huh, etc, but these can
their dialogue
of the opi"ion that these words make

*r

writers are

t4

more realistic, but as sfudents
and as examinees, it is
best not to
use these excessivery. The
cerebrated write.;; story
terer
Alfred Hitchcock once said ,1"1,.
good story describes .,life,
with the dull parts taken out,,.
f"[ tfri, .ri.lr"ri"d while
writing your dialogues.

Make sure that your diarogue
is not too densery packed
with
information' "one thoughtlt
a time" is a good rure-to
forow.
It
arso herps the reader to quickry
read throtigr, you.i.*t.
Try
and
keep your sentences short
anisimpr". sh;-;;nles

'

tend the

much desired crispness to
the dialogue.

o
o
o

While writing dialogue in your
examination,

try not to use
regionarized expressio*
o. iiur..t. writing straight
and simpre
language based on the original
furrug" is a safe bet.
Read the
passage carefury and
mark significant
portions of ,originar
the text. Do not add your
own ideas and at the same
time do not deduct or delete
any portion ofthe passage.
Ifyou haveto write a conversation
out of a given situation,
read
the instructions and develop
tt.
Oiutogr. *i,i"ri roaying off
the mark.
,. you tnoi J"
?:u".r1,i-on.,
,o,,o* u
straight track
but whire writing our answers,

to the situation given to
us.

";;;;,
we have to adhere

Example:

ITflJffii]:.:,",

information and develop
a diarogue between Sunita

Teenagers

have a osvche oftheir own.
It is said that they experiment
elders a Iot, trying io test
with
whether they say ,no, to
their
unreasonabre
demands or not' Surprisingry,
,h;;;;;iten rerieved when they ger ,no,
trom their parents. Sunita,
a
a stua.ri or.rurs IX,
seeks
the
permission
her mother to go to a rate
of
night;.;;. ;;;mother firmrv but
a poritery
says 'no' and adds ,nil
,1.^: ,"" V"rrg ,o go ro such a parry.
Sunita
doesn't seem disappointed.
She r.rpondri.nsibly,
saying,..I
fe;lyou are
right but Ijusr wanted to
try.,.

Sunita: Hello, mamma, good
evening.

Mother:
Sunita:

Good evening Sunita, how
did you get late coming
from school today?
Acfually, mamma, the entire
class was making a plan.
And Iam so excited about
it.
15

Mother:
Sunita:
Mother:
Sunita:

Mother:
Sunita:

Whatkind ofplan, dear?
You know mamma, this is my last year in school and
we are soon going to have preparatory holidays.
Yes I know, and I hope you get down to working
seriously now.
Yes ma, I know, but before I do that I have to ask you
something.
Tellme.
In fact the entire class has planned a late night p afi at a
disco. You know mamma it will be our last party
together.

Mother:
Sunita:
Mother:
Sunita:
Mother:
Sunita:

Mother:
Sunita:

Are you sure the entire class is going?

May be, not all. Many parents are extremely orthodox
and will not allow their children to stay out late.
I am afraid Sunita, even I am not allowing you.
Why! I thought you were much more liberal and caring
than the rest ofthem !
That is precisely what I am, my dear. I care, and so, I will
not let you go to this late night party.
Can you give me one good reason why I shouldn't go?
My child, you are too young to go to such parties.
I thought as much. I feel you are right, but I wanted to try.

(ii). Dialogue to Prose
Now let us learn a few essentials oftranscoding dialogue into prose. We
often describe things to our friends and to the members of the family
about who said what to whom and what the response ofthe other persons
was. If you have.faced an interview board you will come home and
narrate what happened and the questions that were put to you and what
your replies were. Here are some points that you must keep in mind
while changing dialogue into prose.

o

o

Read the dialogue carefully. lnternalize and imbibe the spirit of
the dialogue. Write your first reactions about the mood and the
tone ofthe speakers. Youwill have to retain the same feel in your
prose passage.

Mark the highpoints / shifts of the conversation and arrange
these in a proper order. Be loyal to the flow and rhythm of the
conversation.
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o

Remember that dialogue is written in the first person and, in
most cases, in the present tense. While changing dialogue into
prose you willhave to change both the tense and the person' The
change will require the use ofthe third person and the past tense.
It is almost similar to changing the narration where the reported
speech is converted into the past tense.

o

Remove the quotation marks and convert the speech into
indirect narration using the third person.

o

The spoken form, the dialogue, has the advantage of
incorporating body language and making use o1' voice
modulation as well. You will now have to achieve this effect
through the prose that you write. This may not be easy but try
and create what are known as "word pictures". For this you will
have to give a generous sprinkling of descriptive words or
adjectives in your composition. It will enliven your prose and
make it an interesting read.

o

Make sure your prose piece doesn't go far away from the
dialogue. As you did earlier while changing prose to dialogue,
stay faithful to the original text / order.

o

Dialogues catch the attention ofthe reader easily as these can be
quickly read through. In order to write easily readable prose, try
and present sentences of varying lengths. If you are writing a
long piece of prose, vary the length ofthe paragraphs as well.

o

Use short and simple sentences. Avoid using heavy words
these appearcontrived and lack spontaneity.

as

Given below is a conversation between Mrs. Joshi and the manager of
City Taxi Service. It has then been transcoded into prose'

Example:
Mrs. Joshi : Hello, is this CityTaxi Service?

Manager:

:
:
Mrs.Joshi:

Mrs. Joshi
Manager

Yes, it is.

Will you speak a little louder please? There

is a lot ofnoise in the market.
I need a cab. I have to catch the Shatabdi Express.

When do you need the cab, Ma'm?

leaves at 5:15 p.m. from the New Delhi
Railway Station. How much time will it take me to
reach the station from here?

My train

t7

Manager:
iJrrJ"tt i :
Manager:
Mrs.

Joshi:

Manager:

FromwhereMa'm?
Colony' l mean'
Oh,I forgotto tell you' From Defence
rush
No.*uff!, it takes about half an hour' but during
send
ht";it"k"s longer' To be on the safe side' I will
address'
your
me
Give
the driver to youi place at 4:00'
is-the name of the
What
qgZf,
defence Colony'
It i'
driver? Will he helP me with the bags?
Yes' she will help
It's a she Mam' Her name is Neha'

Youwillthebags'
Mrs.JoshiranguptheCityTaxiServicetohireacab.Themanagerofthe
Mrs' Joshi to speak a little louder as
service received the call and asked
Mrs. Joshi told the manager that
there was a lot of noi;" in ,n" market.
Express. She, however, did not
she needed a cab to catch the Shatabdi
When the manager asked about
mention what time,ft" n"tO"A the cab'
leave at 5:15 p'm' from the New
the time, she said,ttut t'"t train would
long it would take them to reach
Delhi Railway Station and asked how
the manager asked her
the station from her place' A little confused'
for her lapse and informed that
where she lived. f,ftt''lott'i apologized
the
manager said tl"J h: would send
she lived in Defence Colony' The
Mrs'
and asked for her address'
driver at 4.00 p.m., ti be o" ih" safe side'
Joshigavehimtheudd,.,,andaskedforthenameofthedriver.Shealso
the
bags' The manager told her that
asked if he would t'"fp ntt with the
and that she would help Mrs.
driver was a girt u.rJt., name was Neha
Joshi withthe bags.
(iii). Visual to Prose
Visualtranscodingreferstotheinterpretationofthevisualsinhandand
subsequentrv"nar,gingthemintoawrittentext.Theabilitytointerpret
you may be

In your examination,
visuals is also r.ooJ, as visual literacy.
oi a pie chart' anything for that
presented a diagram, a graph, a picture
visual
composition based on it' Now' the
matter, anA asteOio
'#i'tu
and graphs are like.a concentrated
medium is a powerful one' Pictures
dose packedwith

information.It is al*ayJ.ttertowrite.in

the visual step-wise. This
Use descriptive worJs andtackle

a

lively style'

will

ensure a

smoothnarrativeflowofyourcomposition'completewithcontinuity
use of wit and humour wherever
and coherence. You could also make
place in our mind almost every
porsiUf". Visual transcoding is taking
around us and analyze them.
minute of our tir., u, *e i6ok at things

paper in the same manner and be very
Look at the visual in your question

spontaneous*itt,.yo.,,description.Althoughitisdifficulttospeciff
certain
to a visual' yet if ytu puy attention to
rules for you, ..'p*
18
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aspects, you can write a comprehensive and a winning composition
based on it. We can categorize these aspects as

o
o
o
o
i)

Description
Analysis
Interpretation
Evaluation
When you look at the visual, try to describe to yourself what
the significant portions are, i.e. the details of the visual.
Make arough list ofall such details.

ii)

Analyze the message that the visual is conveying. What is
the theme or central idea or purpose of the visual? Assess the
mood ofthe visual. This will decide the tone ofthe language
of your composition.

iii)

Now, interpret the meaning of the visual. Should the
message be interpreted in a social, political, historical,
commercial, or religious context? If it is a graph, what is it
telling? Does it have any economic implications? In fact,
your interpretation will depend so much on the kind of
visual that is presented to you and the type of composition
you are asked to write.

iv)

Evaluate the efficacy of the visual whether it imparts a
clear message or not and how well it has been executed.

-

Write the paragraph keeping in mind all the essentials of
writing and you will certainly be able to present a winning
composition.
(Abridged from'Lessons in Writing Skills Essentials of Writing
Communication and Study Skills, published by Unistar, 2009'by the
author)
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Teaching

Writing Skills
+Dr. Sharda

Kaushik

I
I

Introduction

I

line

lines' one
to be linear' Neatly written
On the surface, writing seems
and
through suitable cohesive devices
leading to another, c8t'n"ct"O
But

:

orderly sentences *d p1"^gi?lhs'
meaningful ,.f.r"nti'-to form
in
act' writing emerges as a'circular'
when we go deeper into its creative
of wbrms disentangled
p"tceived u' u
fact, a mbssy affair' il;;"
"in
graded as, perhaps, the most challenging
to fall in order. writing can be
though challeigilq' does not
of the four skills
Writing is also
"ri":rgr"g".ipeaking,
th;;;;it part' *rictr,writing does'
expect literacy
in a
performed
",
as the latter can be
more challenging th*"rl.Ji"g'
participation'
somewhat

p*rir" rn*i*, iri#,irg

always requires active

tttu:1111.1,"-:1nt use of
Td need to acquirethe use of
also
the general.t"*",,t' oitu"guugt'ttarners
to give coherence to the text' Conjunctions'

words
Besides learning to use appropriate

cohesive elements
prepositionut pt rur",,""tcllct

as adhering elements

i'*1xt

in giving unity to the

p,toqutt can have different formats'

progression of trtou"gh;
Y"
the text' The
by the-de-sign and planning of
These formats are OEit'-intA
letter'
qtrte diffeint from the design of a
design of u purugruili """'Ut
news reports'

notices, agendas'
Letters, both form"ai urra p"rtoral,
lt fotto* different frameworks or patterns'
poetry, stories unO
"ttuyt'
discussion' narration' analysis
Writing texts can il;;it; description'
gr"aia in itrat order in terms of difficulties
and evaluatio". Th;;';i.
they Pose to beginners'

styles
styles. There are four distinct
The texts can be written in different
of the

combinations
t;;;;"tt *"*irrg in differentformal'
of writing,
informal and
offlcial'
"rd
arc
given styles. The ioL tui" styles
inthe followingmanner:
. in.y canbe illustrated

i"tr"f

o
o

(offrcial)
The office was moved this week'
Theofficemayhavebeenmovedthisweek'

(formal)

oIfIrem.*b."o"tctly'theoffrcewasmovedthisweek'(informal)
(casual)

o

So

office moving this week'
I think I heard about it, um' the

what makes goodwriting?

piece
laid down to label a text as a
There are no hard and fast rules
checklist

tun
'good writing'' However' we

fut

down a short

Chandigarh'
*Dr. Sharda Kaushik, Director, Regional Institute of English,
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of
of

suggestions.

.
o
o
o
o

ofsimplewords
Use ofshort sentences
Avoidance ofclichds (e.g. Every dog has his day).
Use

Avoidance of sweeping statements (e.g. Sugar is bad for hearth).
Avoidance of stereotyping (e.g. All Indians are spiritual-minded).

Methods of Teachin

g

Writin

g

Teachers should be encouraged to follow the process-oriented
approach
to teaching writing, which means students have to be involved
ui.u..y
step. It includes brainstorming for ideas, i.e. planning and clustering
information, then drafting the information gathered to form a running

text, writing the text methodically, editing it and rewriting it for its
presentation. There are three ways, as mentioned below,in which
teachers can involve their students at every stage. And for this,
they can
use stimuli in the form of printed words, graphi, charts, pictures,
firms,
music clips - just about anything.
Controlled Writing

This stage comes soon after the stage of copying tasks, in case the
'teacher
wants to start with the stage of teac-nrn! through copying.
copying is more often used to teach children retters of tile atptrauei,
spelling of words, and structure of sentences and to help children
absorb
formats of certain texts, e.g. writing apprications and reiters.

Teaching through controiled writing impries providing immense
support to learners in terms of information and language, while
also
providing them with the framework within which tr.,"ylrgnito
write the
text. It could mean giving them a number of ideas and the relevant
language. The help given courd touch seventy to ninety
five percent of
the expected finished products, i.e. the finaltext. The iiea
is to generate
enough confidence in learners to write on their own. Gradually,
we can

r,vithdraw support.

GuidedWriting
This stage can be adopted once the learners have developed
a feel for
writing in the target language. It could amount to providing something
like fifty to seventy percent assistance to learners. once again,
there are
no predefined rules of measuring the ratio of support p.oiid.d.
we can
give support in terms of just ideas, i.e. alr the points and
hardly any
language for writing compreted sentences. or we can give
ranguage and
very few ideas. Help can arso be provided in terms of styre,iext-type,

2t

organization, etc.

FreeWriting
This stage arrives in the life of learners when they barely need any
stimulus, i.e. support of ideas and language. They write on unseen topics
with the help of resources ofknowledge, critical thinking, language and
exposure to varied styles of written communication acquired during
years ofpractice.
A Note on Text Tlpes sampled in Lesson Plans on 'Teaching Writing'
based on the books prescribed for classes VI, VII and VIII of the

PSEB(2008).

Application
An application is usually written to make a request for something. It can
be written to ask for leave, i.e. to stay away for a certain period from a
particular place of work. Or it can be a request for permission to use
certain facilities. [t is strictly formal in tone and highly straightforward.
An application typically includes minimal information and observes a
standard format. Howeveq many organizations are moving towards
replacing the typical format of application writing with pre-designed
formats, often referred to as forms.

Paragraph
Paragraph writing is perhaps the commonest format used for teaching
writing skills to students. Though it may seem simple, it is actually quite
a challenging task, as it prescribes a standard format of thought flow. A
paragraph makes a statement right in the beginning, i.e. with the first
sentence. This sentence establishes the one idea the paragraph will
develop with the help of supporting details. The supporting detaits could
merely be describing the idea stated. Or they could be comparing and
contrasting certain aspects with the help ofexamples. But the idea which
opens the paragraph will remain central to the entire text. The sentence
which carries the idea as an opening statement is called the topic
sentence. This sentence in a way serves as a pilot sentence announcing to
the reader what the paragraph is about. The reader can then look for more

information on the same idea. The rest of the sentences that follow are
linked to what is stated by the topic sentence.
Personal Letters
Personal letters are sometimes also classified as informal letters. They
are generally written to friends and relatives and therefore are informal
in nature. Usually, the topics addressed are personal and of great interest
22

to the writer and the person receiving it. Such letters, therefore, are not
bound by too many rules and regulations except in respect of addresses,
salutations, date, etc. Such restrictions exist in order to connect the
reader with the text. For instance, the letter beginning with the address
and greetings helps the reader to mentally get tuned to the surroundings
of the writer. The greetings establish the social relationship enjoyed by
the two. The writer may use short forms and contractions, symbols and
graphics - just about any expression the two are comfortable with. The
complimentary close can be as imaginative as one wishes it to be, ending
with the writer's name. Letters handwritten or in print may be getting
elbowed out of social exchange, but their electronic version, i'e. the
email, has definitely become a popular and powerful substitute.

Story
Readers and listeners use a variety of ploys to understand a piece of text.

Stories follow a typical schema which makes readers and listeners
predict what is to come. The structure of a story has a beginning, middle
and an end. The beginning introduces the main characters of the story
who engage themselves in certain tasks, a chain of events. Each event
has a setting or a series of settings. Characters and events are placed
within a time frame, a significant aspect which helps us establish
temporary contact with the chief players of the story. Emotions play a
major role in this genre and are exploited to the hilt by writers of novels
and films. Typically created for entertainment, stories can be great fun
and therefore enjoy mass appeal.

NewspaperHeadlines
Headlines play the role of announcing in brief what news stories carry in
detail. Bolder in colour and larger in font size than the stories they carry,
headlines act like a summary lead. Capturing the very essence of the
story that follows, a headline prepares, in fact, stimulates the reader to
discover the details. Usually simple and punchy, it takes a smart writer to
create an attractive and yet sensible headline. There is a word of caution
needed here. Headlines should not have a misplaced focus and must be
worded to display appropriate emphasis on the story's main points. It is
fashionable to write complete sentences for headlines these days with
the language deliberately kept simple.

Notice

Anotice serves as a medium of announcing events, forthcoming or past.
Sports tournaments, cultural affairs, programmes of study, or just about
any activities which have taken place or are about to, can be publicized
23

through a notice. The formats of notices are as varied as their purposes.

In a

student's

life, notices announcing meetings or events within

academic settings may be the most common. Such notices are short and
precise, mostly placed in a box like structure. lnformation on who is
responsible for generating a piece of information and linked details such
as date, time, place, etc occupy tremendous importance in notices.

Formal Letters
Formal letters, as we all know, are meant for sending our message across
to people who, in actuality, would demand formal behavior. In other
words, our letter should play a substitute for us and replace us in all
possible ways and the receiver ofthe message should be able to visualize
us while reading the letter. Any faulty language, intended or unintended,
may disrupt the communication and we may end up losing points instead
of scoring them. Our content (text) should perfectly match our manner
(style). Formal letters may be letters of business transaction (i.e. placing
orders, providing required information, lodging complaints, expressing
apologies), letters to editors, letters to different officials regarding
problems and all such correspondence that demands a degree of

formality.
Formal letters have to be precise and should give the message in clearly
defined language. In a letter like this, any informal language like the use
ofpersonal abbreviations, slangs and clich6s can hinder the message and
irritate the reader. Formal letters further require some formalities. A
letter of complaint, for example, should have the place, time, and names

of persons concerned with the problem including evidence for

the

complaint (any bill, receipt, entry pass, etc) and the expected course of
action in it. It is useful to use persuasive language but not offensive
language. Instead of blaming the person or agency straightaway, we put
forward our case in a diplomatic way so that the receiver gets influenced
to ask for apology or to make necessary amendments which suit us.
Objective transmission of message is more important here, not
subjective involvement.
Dialogues
Dialogues, being realistic, are samples of language that leamers can use
to understand language in context. The language ofdialogues, therefore,
is supposed to be simple, conversational and free from formalistic
clichds. Dialogues can be presented in a structured way or in continuous
speech with different reporting verbs for different participants. In such a
case, the writers have to take care of all punctuation marks required to
make the utterances of one speaker separate from the other speakers'.
24

Besides, the participalts
a
in diarogue need to take care of the phonetic
features of their speech rike
pronunciation, stress and intonation. They
need to vary the pitch to accommodate various

emotions and feerings.
Dialogues provide an opportunity for the learners
to use and understand
different structurar patterns and their corresponding
functions. They

enhance the learners' confidence
exchanging ideas.

in

speaking out'their minds and

Descriptive Writing (Essays)
Descriptive writing usuaily starts with the description
of things inand
around the class. So it is a good idea to make
students concentrate on
each oftheir senses as they brainstorm for
what they can see, hear, touch
and smell' But gradualry teachers should ,or.
on to the topics and
things which are relevant even beyond the classroom.
Descriptive
writing vividly portrays a person, place or thing in
such a way that the
reader can visualize the topic and enter the
writer's experience. Usually
this kind of writing includes elaborate use of
,.rrory language, rich,
vivid and lively detail, and figurative use of language,u.rri,
simile or
metaphor, symbolism or personification ana
aispra! of action through
the use of active verbs. Students learning descriptive
ur"
supposed to be good observers, making a
"rp..i"rr.,
note of the minute
details of
things/people/places they see around Ihem
and portraying them in a
picturesque manner. Hence teachers teaching
descriptive writing are
expected to train students in the use of all
sense organs and the power of
minute observation.
Sample Lesson plan
Class: VI
Type oflesson: Writing
Text Ty_pe: Paragraph (Reference p age:79)

Title: Nature Talk and Walk
Time:40Minutes

Assumptions
Students know the arphabet well and possess
a vocabulary ofaround five
hundred words. However, they can Larely
rurn, g.r-.uti"uiry .o....,
and complete sentences.

Objectives

o
o
o

to complete an inventory/to take down notes
to compare and contrast things to write paragraph
a
to detect errors in speiling, grammar and
content

and correct them
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Introduction

o

Exchanging greetings: Good morning,
children. Hope you had a

pleasantweekend...

o

Announcing the topic.of study: Today
we will write a paragraph on
Nature Walk and Thlk. As we walkalong
the fate,.i, ia.k, ard
gardens, we sometimes get to
see animals, flowers and fruits...
But
before writing a paragmph about
animals, we will do a number of
otherthings, so letus startnow.

Language Items (Ned Revision)
words and phrases: Read the names
of the animars, flowers and fruits
given below and show them in
the calendars or #mats, noir".,
fruits.
-a
Camel
Elephant

Dog
Rose

Lily
Banana

Mango

{-' -. dr \*

IH,-, * dB

ffiG
,*{
++,8.A t " .+

lrh

Presentation

In groups, let us now play the game
Tippy_ Tippy_ Tap_ Tap, which
animav flower/ fruit do you want]yo,
*iiigo and askyourfriends to tell
you which animar/flower/fruit
they rike the best and write those
names
in the columns. use a different r.tt"-ro.
each of your friend. Do not
forget to write theirnames.
Friend's

Letterof

Name

Alphabet

Akshay Sharma
Gopika

.

Favourite

Animal

Favourite Flower

L

Llon

Lily

B

Buffalo

Taruna

G

Pawan

F

Nrhrcrl.t,

D

Rinki

R

AmitVohra

L

Sunil

M

Manushi

C

Favourite Fruit

Grape

Fig
Dahlia
Rose

Uzatd
Marigold
Uamel

Production
compare the interests you have noted
oftwo ofthe classmates and write
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aparagraph using the language and format given below:

Practice

Activity I
Listen to the teacher read aloud the paragraph completed in the class.

Activity 2
Now, one by one, readtheparagraph aloudwiththe help ofthe teacher.

I love to watch nature as I walk through parks and to talk about it with
friends. My friend Akshay likes lions and my friend Neha likes the
animal dog much more. I like cats. It is because you don't have to take

foi a walk. cats are very quiet. Dogs bark a lot while cats simply
pun. Akshay likes the flower lily, but Rinki likes roses. My garden has
many flowers. It also has fruit trees. The gardener takes good care of
them though my sister Neha doesn't. I think I should take her for a walk
with me and talk about nature. I am sure she will fall in love with it

cats out

instantly.

Homework
The world had turned topsy-turvy for Kunal when he woke up one
morning. Read the following paragraph to find elrors of capital letters/
small letters, spelling, punctuation marks, vocabulary and grammar. The
missing words are indicated by the A mark and the errors are underlined.
The paragraph also has words not needed. Correct all the errors'
When Kunal wokeAthis morning, hewenttoA lake fora longwalk. The
sky was a beautiful orange with gold. Behind A hills-Kunal saw a red sun
rising on the east. It was the May. The Chandigarh is quie tcold at this
time- A Land was covering with A green carpet of grass. Flowers like
rose, lily, pE[ato and marigold danced in the flower beds. Some of A trees
stood closed to A lake with luicy fruits like the bananas and papayas
growing on them. Many dogs were flying around in the garden. Also,
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little ducks walked in water. Kunal, was smiling to himself as he was
angry to see the beautY, ofthe Place.
Here is the corrected version:

When Kunal woke up one morning, he went to the lake for a long walk.
The sky was a beautiful orange with gold. Behind the hills, Kunal saw a
red sun rising in the east. It was May. Chandigarh was quite hot at that
time. The entire stretch of land was covered with a lush green carpet of
grass. Flowers like roses, lilies, dahlias and marigolds danced in the
flower beds. Some trees stood all close to the lake with juicy fruits like
mangoes and lichies growing on them. Many dogs were playing around
in the garden. Also, little ducks swam in the water. Kunal was smiling to

himself

as he was happy to see the beauty of the place.

(Adapted from Teacher's Training Module English for SSA Punjab,
2008 by RIE Faculty)
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of English. Sarva

Writing Reports
*Bindu Bajwa

Introduction:

A report is a tool of

communication which facilitates the flow of
information from a person or organization to a specific audience. In a
fast moving world it imposes an order on the way information is
recorded and exchanged in a structured manner. The importance of
reports is undeniable as they are used in all work spheres whether they
are news reports, police reports, project reports, weather reports,
company reports or any other. A written report is generally a formal
document, though in some cases informal reports are also written and
submitted. The business world is dependent on reports for the smooth
conduct of business operations.
1.

Classification of reports

Reports can be classified on the basis of purpose, content, structure,
degree of formality and length. An oral report is likely to be brief and
limited to a factual account of relevant information. written reports on
the other hand are clearly structured, have a logical progression of ideas,
and allow easy reference as they form a perrnanent record. written
reports can be divided into formal and informal reports. Based on the
purpose of the report they can be further classified into informational
and interpretative reports as shown here.

Interpretative
Reports

The purpose of an informational report is to present information which
may consist of facts and figures or relevant data which supports a topic
or given subject. An interpretative or analytical report on the other hand
goes beyond presenting facts. It analyses facts and on the basis ofthe
given information, draws justified inferences about reasons or causes for
a thing and also makes some recommendations. According to Bovee,
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ThillandSchatzman(2006)mostbusinessreportsServeoneortheother
ofthe following six Purposes:
lnformational RePorts
l. Monitor and controloPerations
2.. tmplement policies and procedures
requirements
a:. C"*prv wiih legal orregulatoryclients
for
1:. Document work performed
AnalYtical RePorts

.
2.
I

2.

issues
Guide decisions on particular
accepted by others
Get products, plans, or projects

Planning a RePort

While planning

a

following things:
report, one must consider the

2.1 PurPoseandscoPe

Firstly,itisimportanttotakeintoconsiderationtheobjectiveofthe
by the report'
as to what is to be accomplished
report. one must u.
also interpret and
"i"u.
to inform the reader or wili it
ot't
Does it simply
as well?

'"t

analyzedata? ls ont

"*pt"ttd

to make some recommendations

2.2Audience

Thenextthingistobeawareofthetargetaudience.oneshouldknowthe
know
What does the audience already
way the report i' g"i'g t" Ueused'

aboutit?Whatdotheyneedtoknoworshouldknow?lsitgoingtobe
read bY a sPecialist or a laYman?

2.3 Research

be

planning of the research that may
This is logically followed by careful
A l i st o f the
needed for writin g the report'
l: T::::"^1,::
data bases,
reference sources may include
etc'
p."riort files, library sources' reliable websites

t*lt:t

ilt:ffiT;:'Tf;;ain

*":ll

2.4 AnalYsis ofData

of how the
of data' One should be aware
The next step in this is analysis
be able to examine the

data is going ,o

U"'"#'p""d'

Ont should

evidenceobjectivelyunannologicalconnectionswithinitwhichwill
and recommendations'
help the person to arrive at concluiions
2.5 Outline

actually
an outline of the report before
Lastly, it is important to prepare
30

writing the first draft. This can be done by
using given temprates or
modelsofpreviousreportsofthecompany/organizltion. --i
3. TheThree-Step

Writing process forReports

The considerations given above may be
rearizedin the writing process
through the plan suggested here. Apart
from the basic considerations
there.are other things that one must pay
attention to, like length, style,
revision and editing.

Analyze
Study the situation and
define the problem. Write the

order and structure.

statement of purpose, select
an appropriate report type,

Corirpose

compose a preliminary
outline, and develop a work
plan.

Decide on format, length,

Produce
Prepare final outline and

draft introduction, body, and

closing. Control your style
through level olformality

Investigate
Gather prinrary and
secondary information.

Adapt

and tone. Establish a time
perspective and provide

supporting detail. Help
readers find their way.

I

eflec

Use
tive design
elements. Include prei'atory
and supplemental parts.
Proofread

Review text and visuals for
enors in layout, spelling, and
mechanics.

Establish a good audience
relationship and choose the

I

Evaluate content and review
readability; edit and rewrite
for conciseness and clarity.

Adapted from Business Communication
Today (7 ed.)2006
This three step process of writing helps
the writer to prepare, pran and
write. astructured report. rt is importunt
to puy attention to the tirird step
which involves revision and editing of
the report. whire revising and
editing the report, one must consider these
questions:

.
2.
'
I

Is the information complete and correct?
Is the thinking logical?

3

Do the concrusions and recommendations
forow rogicary
from the information?

4.
5.
6.
'

7

Does the report read well and make
sense?

Isthereportconsistent?
Is the tone

ofthe report objective?
Has it been carefury edited in terms
of word choice,
sentence style, grammar, punctuation,
design and layout?

3l

4.

Structure ofa rePort

The report should be structured in such

a

way that it facilitates the reader

comprehending the information it contains and allows easy
referencing. Formal reports include some or all of the elements given
here. These choices are chiefly defined by the purpose and scope ofthe
report. The other factors which govern the choices are - its usefulness,
length, complexity of the topic, the terms of reference, the formality, and
the existing practices within an organization.

in

Structure

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Title page
Contents
Executive summary
Introduction
Body ofthe report
Conclusion
Recommendations
APPendices

gibliography

.4.1Contents page

The contents page is a quick reference source which provides an insight
into the subject matter and helps a reader to get an overview without
wasting time. It also allows a person to go straight to the relevant section
and access the information required by him/ her.

A sample of a contents page of

a

report:

Contents

Executive Summary
Chapter l: Introduction
I .1 Administration set up of the District

I

1.2 Physiography
1.3 Climate
1.4 Geology and Minerals
1.5 Forest and Flora
1.6 Tourism
1.7 Villages in Barmer

3

I
I

J
4
5
5

6
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1.8 Objectives of this profile
1.9 Methodology

6
7

Chapter 2: Demographic Features

8

2.1 Population
2. l. 1

8

Tehsil-wise population

9

2.1.2 Population GroMh
2. 1.3

l0

Population Density

t2

2.1.4 Sex Ratio

13

2.2 Religious Group population

l5

(Taken from UNDpreport
2009)
4.2 Executive Summary

The Executive Summary serves
as a window to the report.
It is an
important part of the report
which is probabry read by more peopre
than
the report itserf' The exec.uliye^su-ru.f
urro referred to as the abstract
should provide the essentiar informatio,
in u
form so that the
reader can see at a grance what
it .oriu,nr. It"ord.nsed
shourd not onry give the
main ideas in brief but arso
the .oncrrsions and ,".orr.niations
(if
made in the report)'rt forows
th. ril;;;.e of the report in terms of
informati
on arrangem ent.

Asample ofan executive summary:
status or natural andI rrulllan
human
ll*rypl " l":t ata the
rrasire
*J
u.rng
u
il,"Hi"llflli i.:lT':i::.i::"jlgl
"n,i.on."nf
,*:i ::, *::': l1l v :,.;; ;;;;; ;,,; ;1' il:Iiilffi::l',:H,1:
f*:::i::::::i:iJ5it1'r'^,1i.oi;ilJ;;,iiilllTl;#["J:?
; ;;, ffi: il'ffiT ffij
,H *.: j i"jJl,1i; g 1^?,; il;i ; i#; .::rl"#HflfiTfil.,1:;
l?l'fJil::l'":l1'x:i::i::ll;;ffi ;#J:[ff;"::T1,"j
v4rr ue €mpowered ls a
[T,]:.:,:q::1lrT:ll:i;:,eF;ffi
major concern at the nrese"r r. *i* i"^'::--"''"
,, this background, the profile

I*,r,.::"0,;Jl

address the

It
2
a

J

4

attempts to

*,,^.,,,-_ll::.:1
following
issues:

To assess the extant livelihood
To analyze the culture ofagriculfure
and livestock;
To identi$, existing occupational

t,u*.@

activities.

To assess the state of literacy
and educational infrastructure,
especially
at the

primary level;

JJ

rtutu.l *hh *ith special reference to women and

5

To evaluate th"

6

children; and
canbe done
Inthe above context, to find outwhat future up-scaling

(Adapted from UNDP RePort 2009)

4'3lntroduction
rident from the word, is to
The purpose of the introduction, as e\
introducethesubjectorproblem.Itpreparesthereaderforthediscussion
of reference which orient
that follows uy proriaing him wittr thi terms
report' It provides him with
the reader to the purporJuna scope of the
put things in perspective'
background informaiion which helps to
A sample of an introduction:

the leading providers of telecommunication

ffif

serviceswithpresenceinallthe22licensedjurisdictions(alsokn_ow,nas
company served an
Telecom circles) in India and in Sri Lanka. The
93'9 mn
96.6 mn customers as of March 31' 2009;ofwhom
aggregateof

subscribetoGSMservicesand2.TmnuseTeleMediaserviceseitherfor
DsL. The company
voice and/or broadband access delivered through

alsooffersanintegratedsuiteoftelecomsolutionstoenterprise
nationally and
1ffi";;;;, i" "oaiii", to long distance connectivityandbothmanages
passive
also deploys' owns
internationally. The
"o*pu'y
pertaininj to- t"l".om operations under its subsidiary

infrastructure
and Indus
Bhartilnfratel owns 42oi of lndus Towers Ltd. Bhartilnfratel
in
services
Towers are the two top providers of passive infrastructure
lndia.
achieved various
During the financial year 2008-09, the company
company in
ments arrd b"came the largest integrated telecom

t

""**prrrt
India based on total telecom subscribers'
1tut .n

t o* BharatiAirtel

Ltd Annual Report 2008-09)

4.4 Body ofthe RePort

Thebodyofthereportcontainsadetailedaccountoftheresearch,the
within the body of
conclusions and the recommendations. Each section
which serve as
is arranged under headings and sub headings
the report

provided as running text
signposts for the reader. Information is not only
form of tables, charts, figures,
U,it *uy also include visual support in the
graphs, Pictures etc'
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90
80
70
60
50

40
30

20
10

Example: Graph

Example: Figure

0

s

lrt Qtr

2nd

etr

3rd

etr

4th

etr

Numbering: The decimar system
is generary used to arrange the
information in a report as it
creates a clear cut hi"iu..t
y *iihin it through
giving headings
r.igt*Jao-in"se importance
."g
is indicated
through the numeric ctassincationl
Example:

1.
I I
1.2

Organizedmeeting

1.2.1

Assigned duties

.

Thsks completed

prepared lists
ofkey members

1.2.2 Inkoducednewpolicy

2.

problems encountered

4.5 Conclusion

Every report must have a
concrusion which sums up
the contents of the
report and may even be of greater
interest
to
the
reader
-answers
than the acfual
report itself because
m;y provide
to
questions
raised,
solutions to problems discusseio;
a summation of what has
been
described. The concrusion
can ;trft';
giu., as running texr or as
points. It should be logica,y

it

t;;

i"

baJ;;;;;; p;;Hil;:r:r""
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recommendations'
a take offpoint for the
The conclusion also serves as
an investigative report:
Sample ofa conclusion from
the
in the 30-year-old wiring of
The fire was causeduy uln
u-n unre 8i stere d c
tt
bui I din g, whi ch * u, it"tul 9 !V
::::"::1t
: worse
io, s y.u,'. rhe incident was made
fire
f"r the building occupants' the blocked
bv the lack of safe'V
to

tt-"o'i*tt*lt

:il fJ::

ill,lll?i}Iri"# il;;il
tti'i'g
Hi'".riin. ;-tu;;t#ing

l

fire-fighting. equipm""l: 1,.:'d"'
insurance premiums' and
prevent future fr,"',"tn* Juftty' '"dt'""
improve
management company must
avoid legal liability, the building
facilities and training'
4.6 Recommendations

made by

certain recommendations are
On the basis of the conclusions'
or
intt" form of a set of proposed actions
the report writer whiJ muy Ut
they
they indicate what is to be done'
direction to be taken"g;u*"
only
the
,ro practicable guidelines. This is
shourd be in the form"irr."r
form' They can
U" #itttn in the subjective
part of the report
""t
.,.n.,ora action or offer a direction'
customer base. To
shourd reflect the nature of our

*fitt'

ffi

following:
u".ompf itnt-hat goal we need the
o We need a group ofreps who are free to pursue accounts;
o Who are compensated fairly fortheirwork;
group;
o
establish anational accounts
To

o
o

TomodiffourcommissionPolicY;
To promoteteam selling'

4.TAppendices

forms, surveys or any
detailed information, like questionnaires,
is added to this section of the
other additional deta-i-# information
u"tttt the information in the report without
report. The reader

All

"u'

referringtoit,butincasefurtherclarificationorelaborationisrequired,

theadditionalinformationismadeavailabletothereaderinthe
appendix.
4.8 BibliograPhY

Allpublishedworksshouldacknowledgeallsourcesofinformationlike
tg Jther documents that have been
books, journals, ,;'t;;'
it
anyone
outd be clearly identified lo.that
referred to by tt e *riiei. it "y rt
to refer to the original source'
reading the report should be able
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Information rike name of the author,
titre, year of pubrication, edition,
volume number, page number etc shourd
be given'as per standardized
formats as illustrated in the MLA styre
sheet-or uny o,i". riunauroir"a
pattern.
sum up, one can say that as a report
is a formal document which is
J9
likely to be stored for later.efe.en"e, it
shourd be carefuily ptunn"a uno
researched, clearry organized, anfl
written objectivery in an impersonar
tone with due attention to editing
and acknowteag#enioir"ror."..

and references.

Appendix I
Editing checklist
This editing checklist can be used on
a report to ensure that it has been
written in an appropriate style and is
as complete as possible.
Have I:

o
o

checked that the report follows an
appropriate structure?

ensured that the headings and subheadings
accuratery reflect the

content of each section?
a ensured each
paragraph contains
a

a

topic sentence?

used paragraphs that aid the flow
and analysis
findings?

of the report,s

structured the sections ofthe report
Iogically

o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
.
o

used language/expression in the
report that is:
appropriate to the report's purpose?

clearand easily understood?
concise?

non-sexist, non_racist and inclusive?
suitedtotheneedsofthereader?

made the report's purpose clear?
fulfilled the terms ofreference?

written an introduction that:
o explains the report's purpose?

o
o

defines theproblem?

guides the reader into the centre
section ofthe report?
written a body section that:
has headings and perhaps sub_headings?
presents factualand objective

o
.
o

information?

analyses the findings?
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.

written

o
.

.

a

conclusion that:

draws the ideas together?
summarizes the content and findings?

prepared recommendations that:
offer solutions to any problems in the body?

o
o
o
.

o

relate to the terms of reference?

areconcrete,specificandactionoriented?
are acceptable to the reader and possible to implement?

included apPendices that are:

o
o
.

relevanttothereport?
clearly labeled?
necessary?

o

o

referenced appropriately in the text ofthe report?
Included a complete reference list?

(This checklist has been adapted from

J'

Dwyer's

Business

Communication Handbook )
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Collaborative Writing: Deconstructing
Authorship
* Dr. Pooja
Sharma

Introduction:

writing as an art is ideary

open-ended medium of
.an
expression
intended either as a more
tasting rJ_
a Iingering
personar interaction,
or as a terse means to convey
ideas
ano
feerings to
others' As an un^foT, i,
."qurr.. ilotivation, the abirity
to convey
through words, a fit of crea,t"n
,
enough ascriptions to suggest
to the reader that th.e aurhor
ir "rolr,rtThe writing process
cannot be
carried out in isoration though.
lrl"""rr*
the coraboration ofa number
of ideas, texts, views, patterns
and borrowings. Now_u_auv,
writing a
text itsetfcannot be accomplished
by a singi";"";;:--d-uay

ir."rr;;;;r;oi,

;;ii;;.

As technorogy is redefining.
riterary distribution and
eriminating
iirr.iurri'", systems, society is faced the
with a
discrepancy between the
sociar sfi"r. ;r **i"L
it
the way
we feer about the creation
*a trunr.irrion
"ig"r*nnotogi.ut
systems that define tle
"rro,"li;i"Jt
way that we.r"ute, giu",
get and borrow, and
legal svstem that defines
the
,ir" o*r".JiJori."r"-*ort* -riir",he
new'co,aborative writing'.
age of
It ir ;i;;;;il".coraborative
writing refers to
writing in groups
need for strong centrarized

but.therJar";.;;;;;ays

to write in groups as there
are poss ibre combinations
of indivi Juis. \izhere d""; ;;;i;;r"'herp,,
editorial assistance end and.","u"r"ti",
and

c,

begin?
irairiouar writing
invotve borrowins. citing,
and
synthesis?
How much?
where does one arlw the
,r"i irr.'r" lr."ro a.nniir" un.*".J.
academic discussions on
the theory definitions, and ongoing
virtues of
authorship and corabo.utron
u.g;''a..ua",
ugo
,rro*
no sign of
resolution and continu"
to g.o*-i;
auth ors h i p i, .i,i.,
r
ffi ; ;T.:il,!t?i; JT,H
powerful svstems of contror
.r".g"J i,liir.tua" R;;;;;;rhorship,
centralized publishing ano
.opyrifr,t. iil..r,irto.y is one
of confl ict.
My paper aims to herp define
contror as a force that
environments hostire to
creates
meaningr"r una flourishing
coraborative
writing and at the same time
to
Io scrutinize a few alternatives
and answers. The definition;t;;il;icoraborative
"rJ" "y
writing is then
critical to ourunderstanding. - -r- v^

"il;;;;;n

J;

T:,"';

.;:"[:J

David Farkas offers.four possible
definitions useful rn approaching
collaboration through un
unufv.l. ii'o.o..rres. For

his

purposes,

Dr' Pooja Sharma' Asst' professor,
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chandigarh.
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collaboration is:

l.
2.
3.
4.

two or more people jointly composing the complete text of

a

document;
two ormore people contributing components to adocument;
one or more persons modiffing, by editing and/or reviewing, the
documents of one ormore persons; and
one person working interactively with one or more persons and
drafting a document based on the ideas of the person or persons.
(Farkas, pE.14)

Synchronous and Asynchronous Collaboration

All communication

:

and collaboration is either synchronous or

asynchronous. Synchronous communication requires that both parties
work on the same clock. The telephone is an example of a synchronous
communication medium. Asynchronous communication allows users to

work on different and uncoordinated schedules. Examples include
letters and email. Synchronous communication is convenient but
requires additional scheduling. Like communication, synchronous
collaboration balances convenience with coordination. If three
individuals collaborate on a single document synchronously, only one
can write oreditthe documentatany given point.

Collaforative writing tends only to imply synchronous and fully
consensual group work. However with the advancement in technology,
there was a need to go beyond the synchronous collaboration. Peter Jaszi

(Frakas, pg 65) extends Farkas'definitioni in describing a fifth type of
collaboration he calls "serial collaboration," a process he defines as
borrowing, synthesis and appropriation.
Serial collaboration flows from the manipulation of existing knowledge
and can be widely asynchronous. For example, through revision and a
close relationship to his texts, the writer might be able to "collaborate"
with.Charles Dickens in a serial manner by fixing what the writer felt
was an error, elaborating on a set of descriptions, changing an ending, or
rewriting an entire story.

Defining meaningful Collaboration

:

Farkas'four-pronged definition provides a useful place to begin. While
Farkas offers four definitions, it is his last definition, "one person
working interactively with one or more persons and drafting a document
based on the ideas of the person or persons," that is of primary interest to
Ihis argument. A technology that can facilitate two authors working on
the complete text of the document can, with slight modification or
perhaps even managerial or other nofi-technical change, also facilitate
40

two authors contributingparts
orthe process
nrocese nra,ri+^-:_r
ofeditorial

Building from

-,
review'
.

Farkar;;;ts
*'r#rl;ilPru*;:rJ,.::":,-J,[ff

collaboratior"t"r.ft

ff;:J,

Ii::

ar

r four of

th",vi,".

"i""

I

taborati on-r

#;;;""

compartme,o,,,"Xlllo,,*[.;:Xl*nl:,,ffi

T
i

n broader,

;i*:mm:l

;:1"H#;nft'",*, r,u,,o*'.ontro, or the

fi:J:l'iffi,"h:
,lLm:
fi m*;l
.er rr **t#ililSil;:'::*1Hffi
orrurus rnat Dnngs about
ffi:Il
a great piece of
intoexistence.
writing

Reviewin g Collaborative
Literary Tech n ologies

:

Like code' control is a-tool
but, unlike.code, control
dismissed as us t.a
cannot be easily
.i
toor. The r".-'riira",
a',rr"
a.i
ideas' we too can
riiui rrrrougt ou,
u".""i.orr"o,
and societie,
coded' contror especiary
r, *rn."
"*'""ro"red, not
demonstrates
openness and flexibillty
how
"oraborations
u.., r,"p iriir.igr,,

t;;;r

:ly,::"r::X,#,y,;r"#;-,ffi

air""ii#ilri',r,",

u" u., c,iuiJ ri: 1,!li"i:H:1,x'J?:f

authorship,

as

they

are
or.y*",i.i,oi,iauuiizedcontror

technoloer,

:Htk,,T

JJ:1,,::

oflaw.

As a result, the world "rJffi'r.t.rii,
of collaborur,u:,1,1.1u?
technology is a very
different ptace. roduy,
,";;ly
;;ii,,n*
a
list
of cscw software
might prove irn"1.g1
,*.irr"r#ago, technologists
optimisrically attempteO
might have
u, .*nuriri",
of computer supported
co'aborative writing.
ir"fr1,..
collaborative writing rcs-iwi-r"'r,,"re.. since then, the rore of
in,"
.6Ji""uro irorrtriar sectors
demonstrated
has
to be more

been
The worrd has
the Internet, and a

widesiJ;il,rore-important.

witnessed the rise of
free
vibrant academic discou.r.

ro.t*ure,
";#;;ul""
u.ornd collJorative

writing.

Twenty years ofresearch
and discourse around
coraborative writing
demonstrated that
has
no
exist.
There are innumerabre
technorogies faciritatry

definitive;;;

*,:lffig

strength
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Conceptions ofAuthorship
The modern discoun
as

po,.,,liu.:i;;:";;;',:::"";:;::iT:IX,T:::Ji;:ff

JT:yHX
4t

moment
the definition ofan "author's" rolethatrepresented a "privileged

ideas, knowledge' literature'
a7)' The importance' role'
Pg'
philosophy, and the sciences" (Foucault,
since the
anO Oennition of authorship have undergone major changes
beginning of the eighteenth century.

of individualization in the history of

one of the foremost participants in this discussion is

Martha

the numerous essays she has

woodmansee, who explains in one of
written on the subjeci, that the notion that the author is the only
participant in the production of a book worthy of attention and special
.igt',t, as opposed to just another craftsman, is rooted in the Romantic
create
nJtion thatsignificant writers, "break altogether with tradition to

somethingutterlynew,unique-inaword,,original'''(16).Thishighly
another,
individualized conception ofauthorship has, to one degree or
past three
dorninated Western society's popular consciousness for the
centralized
centuries and paved the way for copyright and a highly
publishing industry.
the
This popular belief in an author's primary, even exclusive' role in
that
texts
way
the
creation of a text creates a social system that defines
are written, read, and understood. Through its highly individualized
slant, Romantic authorship limits collaborative writing in important
part because
ways. Groups of authors do not sit down to write novels in
are
most aurthois believe that this is simply not the way that novels
space
social
or
written. By eliminating the desire, social acceptability,
for deviani methods o1textual production, conceptions of authorship
play ameaningftil role in controlling the production oftext'

Control

as the

Technology ofWriting

of the
Nowhere is textual materiality more evident than in the invention
appears
printing press in the fifteenth century. As computer technology
no
poiseo to redefine literary production again, the technology itself is
computer
but
type
iong.r "hardware" like printing presses and movable
und irt"*"t oriented. As such, the writer's ability to manipulate the
terms on which he can communicate and collaborate is instantaneously
a line
and almost infinitely flexible. He can add a line here, subtract

a
there, change a line elsewhere and create a different system and
or
distribution,
different environment to shape and control the creation,
manipulation of literature.

Control

as

CoPYright

By regulating in a similar fashion, technology and law control tlle

pioduJtion of text. Copyright, the primary legdl mechanism regulating
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the production and distribution of written expression, can stand in for
law. The idea of authors, the technology of reading and writing, and the
legal mechanism ofcopyright are heavily intertwined.

copyright's inception can be traced to the invention of the printing press.
The rise and evolution of copyright as we know it today can be read in
relationship to the decline and devolution of collaborative models of
authorship and technology facilitating a more interconnected, personto-person mode of production and distribution.

Tracking Changes and Version Control

A cscw

system supporting meaningful collaboration must alow

collaborators to change or suggest changes to text that they did not write.
Any effective technical system for collaborative work needs a method
for isolating and representing changes made to documents. Additionally,
representing these changes is essential to the process ofdescribing and
resolving conflicts created by asynchronous textual collaboration.
The three basic changes possible are addition, subtraction, or alteration
and an effective system must be able to represent each. changes to markup (e.9., a change in font, a new line, the addition of emphasis), which
convey a large amount of meaning, is also important to represent. By

allowing collaborators who are familiar with a document to quickly
bring themselves up to date with the latest version of a document by
perusing the changes made to it, version control facilitates efficient and
meaningful non-hierarchical collaboration and peer-editing to develop.
In this way, the representation of changes can facilitate decentralized
control and less hierarchical systems of collaboration.
collaborative software development processes, which David Farkas
compares to collaborative writing processes, are heavily based on
systems that track and record all changes made to a given piece oftext (in
software's case, it is source code) through the use of "version control
systems" like BitKeeper, cvS, RCS, and subversion. These version
control systems store all changes made to a document in computer
parsable and software reversible format. At any given point, anyone with
access is able to have the software quickly back-track to any desired
version of the document or request a list ofthe changes between any two
versions of the document based on the day, version number, or "tag"
placed on a particular version.
For example wiki is a collection of interconnected web pages where
anyone, including people without specialized knowledge, computer
savvy or extra software, can create, edit, and reorganize world wide
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the
web content quickly and easily. The authors elaborate and describe
three essentiaigoals andmechanisms employed by Wiki:
pages

A wiki invites all users to edit any page or to create new
withinthewikiWebsite,usingonlyaplain-vanillaWebbrowser

o

without anY extra add-ons.

oWikipromotesmeaningfultopicassociationsbetweendifferent
pug"rty making page link creation almost intuitively easy and by
ihowing wtrether

an intended target page exists or

not'

it
A wiki is not a carefully crafted site for casual visitor. Instead
and
creation
seeks to involve the visitor in an ongoing process of
collaborationthatconstantlychangestheWebsitelandscape
In each of these ways, wiki attempts ,to facilitate collaboration by
possible'
making the system as simple, accessible, dnd flexible as

o

Alternatives and Answers
and
Particular systems of control reflect particular systems of authorship
result, a
faqilitate and reflect a particular climate of collaboration. As a
in how
flexibility
of
wide variety of collaboration requires a wide degree

we define control, be

it technical, social or legal. There

are four

creative
alternatives to altering or augmenting copyrights in facilitating
collaborative work.

oJointAuthorship:Jointauthorshipoccurswhentwoauthors

or
collaborate on a document outside of a stated contract, license,

agreement.Jointauthorshiprequiresthatthecollaborationbe
pieconcerted and not apply to many of the most.historically
influential and importuni io..t of appropriate or serial forms of
collaboration. secondly, the individual contributions of each
in
author must be both disiinct from each other and copyrightable
character,
and of themselves. For example, if one author invents a
plot,orideaandtheotherauthorexecutesitintext,onlytheperson
writing the words and expressingthe idea could claim authorship
it is also the
and ownership over the final product. Unfortunately
least construciive and the most problematic of all methods.

.

are often
The Works Made for Hire Doctrine: While works for hire

a
highly creative works, their creativity is highly constrained. Even
the
workis authors have no ability to write, alter, or borrow from
the
Additionally,
with.
work in a way that the owner disagrees
collaborativ. i.o."rr, while effective during the production of the
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is limited to 'the creation of that particular work.
Collaboration by borrowing, synthesis, or rewriting is impossible
without the unusual and unlikely permission of the owner. Authors
are not merely dethroned; they are disempowered and
disenfranchised - what can be termed as the'Death ofthe Author'.

work,

o

Limit the Terms and

Reach of Copyright: To more effectively
support collaborative writing, one only needs reduce the skength of

systemic legal controls. The return to real limits for copyright is
clearly a step toward an environment more supportive of
collaborative writing.

o

Free Licensing: Organizations and firms supporting the cause of
collaborative writing have adopted Free Software and GPL-like
licensing of artistic work as their primary methods. Toward this

end, organizations have published a list of licenses for use in
securing free and open access to websites, scholarship, music, film,
photography, literature, courseware and other copyrightable forms.
Their website allow users to dynamically select licenses that allow
them to place their work in the public domain while requiring
others to attribute their work or to share-alike or to bar commercial
use or derivative works.
The Future of ldeas

Many, perhaps most, of the greatest works of literature, across time,
across culture, and across language, are explicitly attributed to groups.
As collaborative writing has gained scholarly attention in the last thirty
years, many texts long considered to be the products of single authorship
have been revealed to be the products of collaborations. Technological
changes played an important role in shifts in the social context of literary
production and were reflected in legal shifts toward systems of
centralized control through publishing laws that culminated in the
creation of the copyrighting and publishing houses. Radical
technological and social shifts were intimately connected with the
creation ofradically different methods for the control of literature.
The answer to these varied opinions and problems lies in the intertwined

group of sociological, technical, and legal concepts termed as call
control. Control systems including social conceptions of authorship,
technological methods of distribution, and codes of law, are fluid and
dynamic entities. As control grows it creates an environment hostile to
collaborative writing. Their divergent nature seems to imply that an
ideal system is impossible. However, they also provide insight into the
45

type of functionality that frames more flexible and meaningful
collaboration.

Attacking and deconstructing authorship is not enough, we need to
deconstruct the systems of control that have enshrined and are
perpetuating these conceptions. The need ofthe hour is to develop new
tools for collaborative creation which are growing alongside the peer-topeer tools for collaborative distribution. With new technological
advances people are gradually able to write and distribute their own texts
through the use of new collaborative technology and free licensing and
thus operate outside the traditional publishing system absolutely. These
systems are defining control in ways that support collaborative writing
and, as it gains speed, will redefine writing as an art once again.
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The Position of writing skitls in an EAP Programme:
A Case Study of a Yemeni Engineering College
*Abdul-Malik Saif

1.

Saeed

Introduction

As a general rule, four macro skills (listening, speaking, reading and
writiniy are stressed equally in English for General Purposes (EGP)
NA
cluss"i. In contrast, in English for Specific Purposes (ESP) classes,
and
determines whether one oi all skills are most needed by the students,
is different
the syllabus is designed accordingly. However, the situation
that
course
ESP
in ESL/EFL contexts, where learners are in need of an
encompasses the four skills to improve their communicative
.o-p"i.r".. In other words, ESP courses should integrate all or at least
be an
two macro skills especially in an ESL/EFL context. There should
ESP
all skills focus so that the iou. *u.to skills can be developed in the
only'
reading
on
learners, In reality, most of ESP courses concentrate
This is partly because of its importance in many EFL contexts and
journals,
universiiies where English is the language of textbooks and
(Johns
and
and learners' needs of using it in their own countries is large
Dudley-Evans, 1991; McDonough, 1984). Writing is still an integral
skill in our life and in tertiary level settings. tn addition to that people
(2006)
commonly communicate with each other in writing. Modhish
to
defines other reasons for writing within the fact that it helps leamers
learn.

First, writing reinforces the grammatical structures, idioms,

and

vocabulary that are taughtto learners. Second, when students write, they
get a chance to be advinturous with the language, to go beyond what
write, they
t-hey have just learned, and to take risks. Third, when students
(34)'
become involvedwith the new language"

The current study is an empirical, cross-sectional study based in the
Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology, Taiz Universiry
Yemen (hereafteq FEIT, TU). Similar to all other Yemeni tertiary
institutions, in the FEIT, English is presented as a requirement course, as
they are commonly called in Yemen. The whole ESP/ EAP (English for
Academic Purposes) programme consists of three English courses
English I0l , English I02, and Technical English. The first two courses
u.Jb"ing taugn-t in the first and second semesters of the first year

*Abdul-Malik Saifsaeed, PhD Scholar in Panjab University, chandigarh
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respectively for two hours a week each; the third one is in the first
semester ofthe second year for three hours a week.
English is also used as a medium of instruction (i.e. the language of the
prescribed textbooks and the mediunr of oral instruction). Logically, in a
situation where English is the medium of reading and writing
instruction, sufficient attention should be paid to the learners' English
competence in these two irnportant skills. However, in the present
research context, the learners' English competence is below the required
level to cope with the demands of specialised courses that are taught in
English. The current English courses at the university level do not help
much in this regard.
The present study, therefore, aims to (a) assess the classroom processes,
(b)
assess students' wiiting-related needs (i.e., Needs Analysis or

t;

Needs Assessment (NA)), (c) to evaluate and review the English
teaching materials and teaching methods currently in use in the FEIT
and (d) io suggest solutions from the correlation results of a, b and c. The
significance of the study derives from its evaluation of the current
porition of writing skills of the EAP programme under investigation and
itp investigation ofthe perceived English language needs of the first and
the second yearYemeni undergraduate engineering students in an EFL
context during the academic year 200912010. This study is supposed to
be carried out within the framework of'ESP. No similar previous study at
the undergraduate level at TU seems thus far available. The FEIT is a
new fresh tertiary institution, which requires a study like this to help in
improving the Engtish teaching/learning process, so it is the case study
of this research project. The study is a framework for explanation of the
current situation and a blueprint for action, i.e., pedagogical
implications. The results ofthe current study will help ESP practitioners
to overcome some or all obstacles and barriers of teaching writing skills
in the FEIT. Accordingly, they suggest a number of strategies to prevail
over difficulties of learning ESP, present a good quality of teaching and
to make the EAP programme more sensitive to the learners' writing
needs and interests.

2.

Methods

As the main goals of this study are the examination of the position of
writing skills in an ESP/EAP programme which is supposed to improve
students' writing proficiency, and to provide pedagogical
recommendations for improving the programme, multiple methods
have been used in order to examine the activities inside the classroom,
the needs of the learners and teaching methodologies and materials
48

I

collect more valid
which are used by the teachers. Hence, in order to
feedback,theresearcherhasattendedEnglishclassesinthecollegeasa
a5rd- in-depth
non-participant observer. Non- participant, systematic
data about
have been used. They are employed to obtain

observations
language development
learning and teaching processes, and to trace the
information on
of second language l"u*..t in its context' Collecting
is not enough; data
what learners can or cannot do in the target language

aboutlearningandteachingprocessesthemselvesareimportantto
..systeimatic obre*urion is one important means.of collecting
ou,uln.
with classroom
such data" (Nunan l89). Observation was concerned
using English
with
activities and processes: how well learners cope
by the teachers
writing skills in their studies, methods of teaching used
Moreover' some
and how well some new writing materials work'
of difficulties
list
from these observation sissions provided a
feedback

ofthe students, which were translated into needs'

the most popular tool used in
Questionnaires are regarded as
questionnaire was
uniertaking NA (West).1herefore, one set of NA
It is about their current
adopted ani adapted from Kittidhaworn (2001).
9 writing items with Fourandhrture writing academic needs. It contains
pointLikertscaleofimportance,viz...Notlmportanf',..Slightly

The same
Important", "Moderately Important", and "Very lmportant"'
first and second year
set of NA questionnair. *u. administered to the
courses of the first
students at ihe beginning of the first semester English
and second year (inglish 101 and Technical English), The
will, thus, be
administration of questioinaire at the beginning of a course.
(Robinson, 1991)'
most helpful to estimate students' needs and wants
195 from the
The total number was 482: 287 from the first level, and
second level.
Finally, as the unsuitability of materials and the use of traditional
affect
methods of teaching are among the reasons which negatively
were
in
teaching
teaching/learning English, materials and methods used
scrutiniled, or"*i.*"d and evaluated to arrive at in-depth knowledge
and investigation ofthe current EAP programme'

3. Results
3.1 The

Observation of English Classes

It was observed that the whole teaching process at both levels is still
only
teacher-centred, where the teacher simply asks and the learners
these
inside
work
team
group
and
answer. The students did not have

and
traditional second language classrooms, so they are passive leamers
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Most of the activities
the whole teaching process is teacher-centred'
with differentkinds of structural
were reading urro.ornpieh"nrion along

ones.There*usalmostnoplaceforwritingskills.Therewas.onlyone
*ritingskilltopic.wt,"nthefirstlevelteacherbegantoexplainhowto
feel bored' passive' and
write a paragraph, the students began to
out' In the second level' the
confused, as the topic was not in the hand
to write a paragraph and its
teacher explained the same topic - how
components,butfromthehandout'Itwasalsoobservedthatmostofthe
studentsofbothlevelswerenotmotivatedtowriteEnglish.Forinstance,
down important points; they
they did not have separate notes for writing
with the
handouts' They were only concerned
were taking notes on their

finalexam.
also provided a list of
Feedback from observation in the classrooms
into needs. The students'
writing difficulties, which wouldbe translated
down notes and to write
inability to write correct English, to write
in relation to
qJ.tf, are examples of the Jiffrculties which they face
and other
these
u i"st'tt, need for further focus on

writing skills.

e,

micro-skillswas felt.

3.2 .

Students'ResponsestotheNAQuestionnaire

Theresultsofthefirstandsecondyearstudents'NAaremainlybased
to the last two levels of
upon the combination response frequencies
Important" and "Very
importance in ea.h iteml viz. "Mlderately
Important,'.Therefore,theitemsarereportedinthefollowingtablein
descending order.
of perceived En-glish language
Tabte 1. Frequencies and percentages
Important" and
writing skills to combined categories o7',;Mod"rotely
" Very ImPortant " in rank order
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Filling in an
application form
Taking notes on
lectures, tutorials,

Writing references
for a report or a

Writing oflicial
and business
letters
Writing caPtions
to describe

diagrams, graPhs
and tables

Therankingdataofthegitems,aSpfesentedintheabovetable,fromthe
and "Very Important"
combined Jategories of "Moderately Important"
g 4.6%.From the results, we notice that four writing
range from tq.iy, to
of
,titi, u.qrrire the first four important places with highest percentages
Item 7
,r.ponr. frequencies ranging from 887o to 94'6%o' They are
an
report,
technical
a
(writing examination answers), Item 1 (Writing
a
(Writing
ur.ig*n'..rt or a project), Item 3 (Writing a CV) and Item 8
res#ch article). Figure 1 (reproduced overleaf) presents percentage
in their normal
distribution of theseitems as perceived by the students
order:
items in their
Figure l.The percentages distributions of thewriting skills
normal order
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3.3 Evaluation of the Teaching Materials and Methods

It seems that the primary focus of the materials of both courses is on
reading comprehension, structural topics, and some vocabulary. There
are little writing topics. The contents of the first year course, English
I 0l , as outlined by the teacher at the beginning of the semester, contains
onewriting skill, i.e., howto write aparagraphand its mainparts, butit is
not included in the hand out.The materials of the second year course,
Technical English, contains the same writing topic, but in the written
form. However, the materials are not authentic texts that relate to all
students' areas of specialisation. There are no communicative tasks at
all. Thus, a close examination and review of the materials shows that
these materials have the following drawbacks.

.
2.
3.
I

4.
5.
6.

There is not enough authentic material and

a

lack ofvariety.

Only reading skill is dealt with and that too in a very poor manner.
There isn't a variety of writing activities, such as filling forms,
writing reports and writing letters.
There are no audio/video facilities.

Grading of the materials is very poor and is not based on well
defined criteria.
There is a lack of communicative skills in materials and methods.

Both teachers still use and present the written materials in a very
traditional way. They considerthem the main source of information and
teaching, and they also consider themselves the major providers of
information. They do not teach and use materials in a communicative
manner, so the whole teaching process is still teacher-centred. This
results in using outdated methods and techniques, such as GrammartranslationApproach (GTA) which is criticised for its heavy focus on L1
as a medium of instruction, on grammar, and on reading and writing at
the expense of the other two skills (listening and speaking). This
approach leads to teachers' centred process, in which students are rather
passive. Although the teachers use GTA, the materials do not contain
much writing skills items. Therefore, it is a mono-skill context in which
only reading is tackled.
4. Discussion

The findings of the observations reveal that students are in urgent need
of learning writing skills in their English courses. It is evident that there
is no active collaboration between English teachers. The materials are
assembled randomly by the teachers individually, so they are unplanned
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of
and ineffective. Hutchinson and Waters (1937) consider selection
important
most
appropriate teaching materials as one of the
of
c^haracteristics of ESF in practice. They suggest that "The medicine
relevance may still need to be sweetened with the sugar of enjoyment,
teacher
fun, creativity and a sense of achievement" (p'48)' Thus, the ESP
to
should take a reasonable decision from a number of options: whether
to
whether
materials,
use a published textbook or to design in-house
processadopt content or a skills approach, whether materials should be
or product- oriented, wtritt er they should be authentic or simplified
materials, and also, how they can be contextualised properly (Kuo'
1993).
The students' concern with the final exam means that they study English

for passing the exam and not for improving their
proficiency in the specialised courses. Their taking notes on the
^handouts

courses only

instead of on separate notebooks is also an evidence of their
carelessness. Moreover, the students' inability to take notes and write
quickly was reported as their writing difficulty. This is in total agreement
with Jtrdan (1ggl), who considers 'lecture comprehension and note

taking' and 'writing quickly' among the diffrculties for non native
,p.uk-"r, (NNSs) of-English. For that reason, the English courses should
include all these skills along with others which help in improving
students' proficiencY.

The findings of the NA questionnaire reveal that students consider
learning wriiing skills to be very important in their English courses. It is
in total agreement with the findings ofthe observation sessions, in which
all these skills were perceived as an essential need of the FEIT students'
..The
largest and most profile field in EAP is academic writing" (HampLyons 128). 'Writing examination answers'was noted to be the first subrlitt *itt the percentage of response frequency at 94.6Yo. This is
completely in agreement with the observation findings in which
students are only concerned with the final exam. Therefore, they are in
urgent need to learn the techniques of writing exam answers and essays.
'Writing a technical report, an assignment or a project'was perceived the
second important item with the percentage of response frequency at
92.5%. This is in congruence with Jordan's views (1997). He lists
'academic writing: essays, reports, etc.' among the areas of difliculty for
NNSs of English. He considers technical report writing as one of the
most essential skills for the academic success of many engineering
students and teachers. The other two important sub-skills as perceived
by the students are Writing aCY (89.4%) and Writing a research article
(88%). Although writing a CV and a research article are important
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writing sub-skills, it is an expected result here to be considered among
the important items. This can be attributed to the students' lack of
orientation of writing sub-skills priority.
Finally, the findings of the NA can be used to evaluate the relevance of
the materials in order to see to what extent they are in line with the
students' academic needs mentioned by them in the NA questionnaire.
Although some writing sub-skills rank the highest, neither ofthe courses
provides materials about writing an examination paper, a technical
report, a CV and a research article. Therefore, in this context, the low
level of students' motivation was also attributed to the materials which
do not comprise communicative activities and authentic topics. All these
are in complete agreement with the results of the evaluation of teaching
materials and methods. Thus, English courses do not help students to
write academic English and to express their feelings and attitudes.

4. Pedagogical Implications and Recommendations
As the study aims to provide solutions to ESP practitioners to triumph
over some or all of the problems or difficulties related to teaching
writing in the FEIT, a number of strategies have been suggested in the
.form of pedagogical implications and recommendations with the aim of
improving the programme under investigation.

o

The materials and methods for ESP in the FEIT should be revised
and modified to cope with the students'current and future writing
needs. For example, how to write correct English was perceived as

a predicated and immediate need that should be included in the
English courses.

o

o

.

Integration of all skills (reading, speaking, listening and writing),
which is one of the main features of CommunicativeApproach, is
important in this context. In a word, there should be a range of skills
which increases the scope of activities possible in the classroom.

A skills-based syllabus which is based on one or more of the four
traditional Ianguage skills (listening, speaking, reading, and
writing) and which highlights the sub- or micro-skills will be a
helpful factor in this context.
Using of integrated communicative approaches, such astask-based
approach, content-based approach, etc. in teaching ofthese courses
is essential here.

The courses should be learner-centred, in which their syllabuses
should depend mainly on the leamers'perceived needs.
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6.

Conclusion

The students of the FEIT acquired little English as a result of their
participation in the EAP programme under investigation. They did not
i.u* rnough English to serve their needs as students and later as
professionals; and they did not gain better knowledge of language
iearning resources and develop a fuller repertoire of learning writing
strateg[s as a result of their experience on the programme. In other
words, the programme is not responsive to the learners' writing needs,
and writing rkillr hur. a tiny position. This can be eiplained as a
mismatch between expectation and reality. The students of the
programme were expecting a typical ESP class which taught the four
;kiils (listening, speafting, reading and writing), rather than the courses'
focus onreading onlY.
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BOOK REVIEW
Fossilization in Adult Second Language Acquisition
Zhao Hong Han
Viva books Pvt. Ltd.
2010 20lpp Rs 395.00
Every teacher oflanguage has faced the roadblock offossilization at
some time orthe other. All teachers knowthat a certaintime comes when
the growth and development of a learner simply stops, preserving errors
that should have been weeded out. The text under review is an attempt to
understand this phenomenon. Han makes it clear in the preface p ix
'...the book synthesizes the major research on the topic, provides a
conceptual framework for interpreting various manifestations of lack of
learning, and explores the relationship between instruction and
fossilization, an issue of extensive interest to second language
researchers and educators'.

The book has eight chapters. Chapter one is the introduction to
fossilization and its relationship to complete second language
acquisition. Taking an overview of main opinions in the fietd, the author
gives a comprehensive review of all related literature and research. The
introduction winds up with the conceptual framework of the author's
argument along with an outline ofthe chapters.

Chapter two gives the chronological development of the concept of
fossilization, ensuring that all research right from the coinage ofthe term
is included. chapter three examines the full range of behavioral reflexes
connected with fossilization and the taxonomy of causes that lead to it.
chapter four looks at the connection between the critical period and
fossilization, taking every bit of research done into consideration. The
chapter also makes an attempt to consider the role of genetic factors in
this direction.
Chapter five and six turn to the cognitive factor of native language
transfer and the qualitative plus quantitative research conducted in the
area so far. chapter seven is an exhaustive account of the relationship

between second-language instruction and fossilization. Taking
instances from studies around the globe, the author builds on the premise

instruction under certain conditions can promote fossilization. The
concluding chapter briefly summarizes the main argument of the text,
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examines its implications for research and application and suggests
general directions for future research.

The text gives a very detailed and comprehensive treatment to a
significant aspect of adult SLA and is sure to be of great value for
specialists, researchers and scholars. The review of literafure, both
current and past, is especially helpful. But, it also exemplifies the snag in
most ELT texts. A book in ELT must hold practical and applied insight
that can assist the teacher in the classroom. very few texts cover this
aspect. Perhaps Hanls next

bookwill.

Reviewed by
Dr. Deepti Gupta,
Professor, Department of English and Cultural Studies
Panjab University, Chandigarh.
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Annual Report of the Regional Institute of English, Chandigarh
for the year 2009.

Regional Institute of English, Chandigarh Administration, Chandigarh
T Ph & Fax 0172-2676008 http://www.rieni.org
The Institute caters to the ELI needs of Punjab, Haryana, J&K, Himachal Pradesh

and Chandigarh.

It functions within the purview of Chandigarh Administration.

At a Glance
No. of the Teacher Training Programmes Organized: 23
No. of Teacher Trainees Tfained: 730
No. of Students Trained in Communication Skills: 1830
Books Written: 4

,'\

Advisor, Chandigarh Administration at the Book
Release Function ofthe Institute
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I

o

Home Secretary, Chandigarh Administration
at the Book Release Function

ofthe Institute

Courses

A

RegularCourse

r' '."';i::;,
was held from-l4* July
The 91 PGCTE course
teachers
2009 for a batch of 39
2OOg toz}oOctober
in-service teachers
comprising 29 government
and
u"O Himachal Pradesh
from Punjab, Uutyunu
of the course

iO'*""iiUe teachers. The objective.
*"t a t*rrove the competence lnd P;rformance
taught were

the subjectl
of the teachers' Some of
English, English Linguistics,
Methods of reaching
Gturn*ar and
English Phonetics iJit'onorogy' enhancing the
aitneO at
Usage. The course"ui'o
the teacher trainees'
Communication Stitt' of
to
ir'i' tt't itainees were introduced
up
Production by taking
Research and Material
papers as assignments
mini projects or writing
in ustng
The trainees were p'o'idtd- .nra;tic;
toot'
as an effective teachtng

il; ffi

technology

92PGCTE

Course was held from
The three-month 92 PGCTE
February 2010 for a

November 2009 to

19'n

of which
batch of 43 teachers out
tea-chers from
17'n

32weregovernmenl in-service
Hima"hal-Pradesh and
Punjab Hu'v*u]'JgK'
be teachers' The course
-iraining
L"Jtf.ft and 11 would
of
in
provided int"nti''"t
^Methods
pngfot" Co***i*tion Skills' English
Teaching
and Phonology'
Linguistics, e'giiti Phonetics
R"t"utch and Material
Grammar unO U"'ugt' unO
Production'

U'

CommunicutionskillsCourses

o

Grammar to
Hornby Programme in Bringing
Classroom
Life in itre Upper Primary
the British ty:t]
RIE in collaboration with
ln
its Hornby Programme
cascaded the first of
60

'Bringing Grammar to Life in the Upper Primary
Classroom'from li* to 15'n Januhry. The
programme was attended by 43 participants from
ihe region. The group comprised teachers from
secondary and senior secondary schools' The
programme focused on using activities like songs,
stories, games etc. in ELT.

o

TWenty Five Days Course in Computer Aided
Language learning:

25 Daysintensive course in learning language
through computer was organized at the Institute
from l"' June to 25'n June 2009 for the tenth class
students ofGovernment High School, Chandigarh'
The course provided training in computer skills
along with language practice in oral skills i'e'
listening and speaking. T5students attended the
course.

III. SarvSi/<s haAbhiYan (SSA)
o Ten Day Teacher Training Programme for
SSAChandigarh I:

I

course of l0 days duration on NCF and its
implications and follow up on ELT courses was
organized at the Institute for a batch of 41
government school teachers of Chandigarh,
teaching class V in collaboration with Sarva
Siksham Abhiyan, Chandigarh, from l8'n May to
28'n May 2009. The basic aim of the programme
was to encourage the independence ofthought and
action, learning to respond to new situations in a
flexible and creative manner and enhance the
pedagogy ofteaching learning process.

o

Ten Day Teacher Training Programme

for

SSAChandigarh II.'
Another course of l0 days duration on NCF and its
implications and follow up on ELT courses was
organized at the Institute for a batch of41 teachers

from

with

May to 28'n May 2009 in collaboration
SSA, UT. The course was attended by

18'n
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government school teachers

of

Chandigarh,
teaching class V. The basic aim of the programme
was to encourage the independence ofthought and
action, learning to respond to new situations in a
flexible and creative manner and to enhance the
pedagogy of teaching learning process.

.

Ten Day TeacherTraining Programme

for

SSAChandigarh:

A l0 days Teacher Training Course was organized
by the Institute in collaboration with Sarva Siksha
Abhiyan (SSA), Chandigarh from 7'n September to
l8'n Septemb er 2009 for a batch of 46 teachers. The
course was structured to meet the needs of class III
govemment school teachers working under SSA.
The basic aim of the course was to encourage
independenc.e of thought and action, learning to
respond to new situations in a flexible and creative
manner and to enhance the pedagogy of teaching
learning process in turn making class III teaching
more effective and comprehensive. The
programme focused on the need to absorb the
guidelines of the NCF 2005 in order to make the
teaching process more interactive and activity
based in our classroom environment.

o

Ten Day Teacher Training Programme

for

SSAChandigarh:
A l0 days Teacher Training Course was organized
by the Institute in collaboration with Sarva Silcsha
Abhiyan (SSA), Chandigarh from 7'n to l8'n
December 2009 for a batch of 39 teachers. The
course was structured to meet the needs of class IV
government school teachers working under SSA.

The courses aimed at sensitizing trainees to the
components of English language teaching at the
primary level. In addition to all these, the trainees
are provided intensive practice in using
technology as an effective teaching tool.

o

One Week Computer Learning for SSA
Primary Teachers of UT Chandigarh :
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One week course for primary teachers of Sarva
Shiksha Abiyan Project of UT Chandigarh was
organized by the institute from l9'n to 24*
December with a focus on computer learning'4O
teachers attended the course.

B

Need BasedCourses

I.

Workshop on Introduction to Pronunciation:
workshop on Introduction to Pronunciation was
organized for a group of 25 teachers from Navodya
Vidyalaya at the Institute on 2'o July 2009' Teachers
were given training in using language lab for
pronunciation.

A

II.

One Day Workshop for Punjab Coordinators of
American India Foundation (AIF)at District Level
One day workshop with the focus on exposure to use
technology in ELT was organized by the institute for
Punjab Coordinators at district level on 10* December'
The course content included a brief introduction to
computer hardware, software and interactive board' The
focus of the course was to give information on using
multimedia for ELT. 31 coordinators attended the
course.

III.

Workshop for American India Foundation (AIF)
Punjab Coordinators at District Level
One day workshop with the focus on exposure to use
technology in ELT was organized by the institute for
Punjab Coordinators at district level on ll'n December'
The course content included a brief introduction to
computer components and the interactive board' The
focus of the course was to give information on using
multimedia for Language teaching. 33 coordinators
attendedthe course.

IV.

One Day Course for Teachers of Punjab Police
Schools
One D.ay Course for Teachers of Punjab Police Schools
was held at the institute on 28* January. The teachers

were trained.in teaching of communication skills to
school students/ dropouts in the rural areas of Punjab to
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be trained as security personnel/ guards' 9 teachers
attended the course.

C

DoorSteP Education

.

Dr. Sharda Kaushik,Director, delivered

a

lecture on Teaching

Writing at Navodya Vidyalaya, Chandigarh on 23"
2OO9

June

.57 teachers attended the lecture'

oMrs.GunbirKaur,AssociateProfessor,deliveredalectureon
TeachingPoetryatNavodyaVidyalaya,Chandigarhon24'n
June 2009. 57 teachers attended the lecture'

o

Dr. Sharda Kattshik, Director,

addressed

a group of

70

principalsofGovernmentModelSchoolsofChandigarhat
the SIE, Chandigarh on27'n September. The focus of her talk
was on emerging trends in the employment sector'

oMrs.VandanaLunyal,AssociateProfessor,addressedagroup
of 30 principals of Government Schools of chandigarh at the
SIE, Chandigarh on
ICT in Education'

22"0

December. The focus of her talk was

.Ms.KritiKaliaandMs,MonalisaGulati,Asstt.Prof.

'

addressed 200 students of Govemment college of Education,
28 Sector 20D on Grooming: Essentials & Expectations on
29 FebruarY 2010.

oDrshardaKaushik,Directordeliveredalectureina
Refresher course organized for 45 lecturers conducted by

DepartmentofEnglish,PanjabUniversity,Chandigarh.She

focusedon..MulticulturalClassroomDynamics:The

Teaching of English" with an emphasis on how the general
English course should be taught by establishing direct links

withthelocalandglobalcultureandbyconnectingtheunits
with different disciPlines.

D.

ExtensionService

.Dr,shardaKaushik,Directordelivered16lectureson

phonetics, phonology and grammar to the students of MA
Part II from the Department of English and cultural Studies,
Panj ab UniversitY, Chandi garh
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I

E.

Projects

Training

I.

(SIEP)
Speaking in English Programme
Launched On: 9"'November 2009'

Obiective:

l. To imProve the oral skills of
learnersofclass3-5;

2.

To give guidance to the

teachers

*orfing al the Primary level in the
schools which are located in the
periPhery of Chandigarh'

3. To give training to government

teaciers of Chandigarh in listening
for information and instructions'
asking and answering questions and
vocabulary;
4. To enhance the use of tools like
nurserY rhYmes, stories' and
pictures forteaching'

Target: Teachers teaching class 3

to 5 students

in

in classes

studying
schools of Chandigarh and students
125 teachers and775
3 to 5 in ,"tloott of CtranOigarh'
students have been trained

till date'

Duration:135 hours'
Professor
Team: Mrs' Vandana Lunyal' Associate

and
(lncharge); Ms ' Navdeep Kour'Assistant Professor
Ms. MonalisaSharma'

IV

Programme onPersonalDevelopmentl
November 2009

Launched On:

19'n

Objective:

i. To enhance

English Communication

Skills

2.
3.

To focus on developing and enhancing
employability skills ofthe students'
To Provide training in everYdaY
communication skills along with team
builtling and time management skills'
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I

Target: Students of Govemment College-46, Chandigarh.4S
students enrolled themselves for the course.

Duration: 60 hours
Team: Dr. Bindu Baiwa,Associate Professor (Incharge); Ms.
Divya Ahuja, Assistant Professor and Ms. Kriti Kalia,
Assistant Professor.

ilL

Programme on Personal Development

II

Launched On:

1

Objective:

l. To enhance English Communication

9"' January 201 0

Skills;

2.

To enhance employability skills through

areas like oral
communication, soft skills, official
correspondence and work culture in a

development

of

corporate environment.

'

Target: Students of Govemment College-46; Government
College for Girls-42; Government Business and Commerce
College-42; Government Home Science College-10,
Chandigarh. g3 2students enrolled themselves for the course.

Duration: 40 hours.
Team: Dr Bindu Bajwa,Associate Professor (Incharge); Ms.
DivyaAhuja, Assistant Professor and Ms. Kriti Kalia,
Assistant Professor, Aarti Sharma Joshi, Trainer; Amandeep
Kaur, Trainer; Cherry Chhabra, Trainer; Karamjea tKaur,
'l'r'ainer;
Trainer; Mahak Jonjur, Trainer; Mona Gulahati,
P r a b h I e e n S o dh i,Trainer; Sa n ind e r Kau r,Tr ainer.

IV

Material Production
Book Release

o

AHandbook ofTeaching English:

of English and Foreign
Languages University (EFLU), Hy derabad, P rof.

The Vice Chancellor

Abhai Maurya, released a book entitled "A
Handbook of Teaching English", Edited by Dr.
Sharda Kaushik (Director) and Dr. Bindu Bajwa,

by Orient Blackswan, New Delhi
(2009). The publication focuses on the

Published
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I

methodology of promoting the four skills among
learners. through activity based leaming' The
activities adopt a multi sensory approach to
teaching so that leamers with different sense
perceptions feel stimulated to practice English'

o

TeachingYoungLearners:

A Book entitled "Teaching

young Learners"'

edited by Dr. Sharda Kaushik (Director) and Ms'

Revathi Srinivas was published

by

Orient

Blackswan, New Delhi,2009 and was released by

Vice Chancellor of English and

Foreign

Languages University (EFLU), Hy der abad, P rof'
Abhai Maurya. The book is conceived keeping in
mind the need for interactive learning based on use
of enjoyable material for children' It attempts to
generate awareness among primary level teachers
on what to teach and how to do

it'

Manuals Production

.

Manual forMarigold 5:

RIE faculty produced a manual to

provide

guidelines to Chandigarh Administration teachers
on teaching Class 5.

o

ManualforMarigold 4:

RIE faculty produced a manual to

provide

guidelines to Chandigarh Administration teachers
on teaching Class 4.

Faculty Development

.

o
.

Dr. Bindu Bajwa,Associate Professor, participated in fiveday residential Seminar on 'Bringing grammar to life in the
upper-primary classroom' organized by British Council in
aiiociation with theA. S. Hornby Trust at Jaipur inAugust 09.
Ms. Gunbir Kaur, Associate Professor, participated in
workshop on "Stop Whining - Start Winning", conducted by
the British Library Chandigarh on 8'n September 2009'

Dr. Pooja Sharma, Assistant Professor presented a paper
entitled "Re- constructing 'Anima' through cultural
revivalism in Baldwin's What The Body Remembers" in a
61

Colonial Literature and Cultural
state level seminar on Post

organized by Government
revivalism literature in English
College, Panchkula"
a paper entitled
Dn Preeti sharda, Librarian, presented Needs of Library
iniormation
"UnderstanOing anA Meeting
of
Eialuation and Implementation
Users, Indian S""*iA at
Initiatives: International
E-health una H.un*i Information
H:111h
internutional Symposium for
Perspective, in
Kalmar' Sweden - 14 to
Information fufunug"t"nt Research
16 October09.
an d Dr' Pooj a Sharma'
Ms. Gunbir Kaur,'Associate Professor

ilii

,

Melus-Melow
Assistant Pt"i;;;;; attended Tenth
Issues:

"Contemporary
International Conference on
C;i;;; iince 1980" held from Feb 25 to 27 '
Literature

The conference was
",d
2010 at Panjab University Chandigarh'
a view to acquaint the
first of its kind irr itt"tifgarh with
well as established writers since
readers auout ttreiudaing as
1980.

was

workshop on e--caltent development
Dr' Bindu loiYo'
attended by Dt iio'do'Xoushik'Ditector'
other

o A three-day

Randeep Singh.and
Associut" prozu'oi M' Ko'*T
College for Girls' Sector
Assistant profes'ors at Government
workshop was
I Oth - 1 2" Feb 20 1 0' The
1 1, Chandigarh from
Chandigarh
an initiative oi nat'cation Department'
traditional
the
change
to
adminisffation ,iitt tt e ou3ective.
for new
faculty
the
teachingJearning process' to ortent
to develop the skills. and

'

-io'
teaching-mttn3aii"gY'

e-content and to make it
across the country'
available for students and teachers
presented proposals for EDn Sharda Kaushik, Director'
English and Personal
content a""fffint-on Spoken
standing committee for EDevelopment at'a m"eting of the
.on *iOeveloPment under NMEICT'

competenci.'

o

G

g"it*ti"g

Interface

I.

UTAdministration

.

Higher Edu."1l:1:':.t:,:,o tn'
sh. Ajoy sharma. Director
to get acquainted'with the

i''Stpi"*Uer 2010
with
Institute ut'd tot interaction
n r.tio'inf Li

campus

teachertrainees'

'n"
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ff7w
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during a
rhAomurrsurc*v' -'-DHE, ChandigarhAdministration
ar m a'Director
Sh . Ai ov Sh

v::T:i:::H:
.

H

i

sh:t"U##

cn visited the
;r"al shap e to

on2I uece"H;
sovernment
institute
k!J;!"'#;rc:;;F,.::,::::::J':i*:i:ffi"':
urv D!Bv---of
ror A;-;;ents
pD

the
Programme :rL
the PD Programme
out aI cap on the
^6 oirn to n"t"n"g
*-'ll^,"i-:1fr,13
crt,
the
of
English
colleges
and PersonalitY

*T#ffiil:".:h:;l"h:;iil'""T;"ffi ,n-li*

E:ffifJL?#TiliiJ?;;il;;
grammes'
develoPment Pro

-Hrdi*6l'g,iglltl'lt

II. Governmentoflndia

ilffih' and 'Teaching Young
Deiember20l0'

lk:rtc
:gionol lns I
I

-,cr,r::o

,,.m:itff?ilFunctionor
ti: ieil;,inJi*"
or Engrish
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III.

Sumit Molik, Head - Project English (North India),
British Council , New Delhi visited the institute to
launch the five days Cascade Homby Programme
-'Bringing Grammarto Life'on 1 I the January 2010

OtherGuests

o

Prof M.L. Tickoo,an ELT specialist and ex-professor of
the Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages
addressed the teacher trainees at the valedictory
function of 91 PGCTE on 23'o October 2009.

o

Asha Nichlas, a free lancer ELT consultant from Goa
visited the campus on I 5'n January 201 0, the concluding

of five

days Hornby Cascade Programme on
teaching grammar differently from the traditional style.

day

o

Former Director of RIE, Mrs H. Vasudeva addressed the
government school teacher trainees to move away from

the usual techniques of teaching on the Valedictory
function of the three month 92PGCTE on 19'n February
2010.

(Sharda Kaushik)
Director
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ABOUT FELT
teaching and learning of
journal for all those interested in the
ideas'
as a medium for exchanging
English. It is designed to serve
to the
common problems related
sharing experiences and discussing
Language Teaching'
theory and practice of English

FELT

isa

Authors
Submission Guidelines for
Submission Process
via e-mail as attached documents'
We accept electronic submissions
the same
copy of soft file and send
Authors are requested to preserve.one
to:
f,f. ,t J,".n.ent via e-mail simultaneously

Editor-in-Chief
Dr. Sharda Kaushik
E-mail:sharda-Kaushik@yahoo.com'drie@rieni.org

Editor
Dr Pooja Sharma
E-mail : editor@rieni'org
: Poojasharmadhankhar@gmal

1.

2.
3.

t'com

via e-mail that they have
The authors need to send a declaration
goby the same' and
read the "Terms and Conditionllli'awill
being currently considered for
that the attached article is not
auencies'
puUtication by other publishing
papers can be sent to the

uaro copi;i;il;',t;;r"Jt"*'itr.,

Institute'
-r- ^ ^,'+L
authors should
process, the
since we adhere to blind review
and notable
address
uroio .'tJT'i'it'iit *nlt' designation'are requested to send a
they
works on the ittached

fift' fnsi"u?

containing a short CV'
separate attached document

.a File TYPe:
image files:
tfre iotiowing doc (text) and
pro..tt
W.
' -r
Textformats: Ms Word

97-2007

d

Format of the Articles
the
the MLA style while preparing
we want urtt o.r"io ini"irvl"u"w
foi MLA Stvle: MLA'
articles. (consuli";;;-;'"4 refetenc"s the following in the format
include
wikipedia). erilro* u." rJqrlr,.a,o
oftheir articles:

7l

r'
/
'/

Full Title with subtitle, ifany.
An abstract ofthe article ofabout 200 words.
Authors should note that the main body of
the text shourd be
prepared in sucha way that no formatting
is n"eoJurterwards.

Heading,, sub-headings, iilustrations shourd

be wel

accommodated within the main body of
the article and kept in
bold font 12.

r'
'/
r'

Do not use footnotes; instead, give end notes.
There is no word-limit for articres. But ideafly
those shourd be
around 3000 words, inclusive ofnotes and
refeiences.

All portions ofthe articles shourd be 1.5 rine-spaced
between the
paragraphs and single line spaced within
the parugruplr.

.< Editoriat

Help

we.are ready to help.the authors in preparing
their articres. For this, the
author.needs to speciff this in advance.
our editoriar staffwiil contact
the authorand tryto soive

theproblem.

zr

:

Language

j"g4 is published in the English language
Il:
ut!
US spellings.
yd

Authors sho-urd refra]n

racist and sexist terrns.

and we accept both

tf,"*r"tu., no* urirg

.er Visual Images
We encourage the
to incorporate visual images like diagram,
maps and pictures in"rlng*
their writings in innovativ. *uyJ* tnat
the reader
get

some sort of murtimedia eiperience.

should be treated as 'Figures'.

Ail kinds

"r,irrur

images

Authors should note that they shourd get,
before submission, the
permission from the.concerned person
or a,lhority for reproducing the
vi sual images' w e w iil n o t r"n,ui, ."rpo*ibr"
f"r ;t Li ;i o"f-copyright
violation on the part ofthe authors.
-< Peer Review process
we follow a strict brind reviewing of the submitted
works. we promise
to conceal always the identity of both the
reviewers and tt . urit o, rron,
both parties. primarily the submitt"a u.ti.t",
wil be ."rria"i"o by the
editors for the confirmation ofthe standard
u"d th" ,;;;" oitr,"iou.rur.
Ifany submitted article fuiJl-ro furfill primary
standard, the same wilr be
rejected and the author will be communicated
the decision promptry. If
the editors are satisfied,
witt
setect
two
or more reviewers for
$ey
detailed consideration ofthe
articres. i.".ipt or*o.ts i, a"tnowledged
as soon as possible (within.3 days)
and the decision on u ,uu,,in.A
article along with reviewers' .orn,"ntr wil
be communicated to the
author within six weeks. The editors may
advise the author to revise the
72

article for Publication'

Terms and Conditions
"Terms-a-nd Conditions"
Authors are requested to read the following
anythiig for publication' we will
very caretully. If
"Jh;Jbmit tt'd the"*Terms and Conditions"
take it for granted ti'"i it"V r'"'"
and agreed to the same:

l.Whilesubmittinganypieceofwritineorillustrationwithusfor
understand that the
consideratio'-"ip'6ftation' the u'ithott
for
sent or is not being considered
same has ilil;
Publication elsewhere'
e-mail' the authors
2. By virtue of submission and the supporting
gl
of En i sh) the Exclusive
give D irect; il# i:Ii;;ionui tnttltuti
the articles' diagrams'
Copyright il puuiitri"nd reproduce
and on
itigtt ontine "11lI hard paper formats
maps
"nO
iif." CD/DVD etc untimited number of
other Oigitaii"'.*"i,
coPies at anY time'
for getting th.e Permission from
3, The authors are.responsible thc
articles' long
' the Copyti;ht H;il;is for rlproduction of
quotations, diagrams, maps and lmages'

4.

is a non-profit' nonThe authors should note that FELT
artists
.o--"r.ioi;;;Gll access platform' The authors and

shouldunderstandthattheywillNoTbepaidfortheir
service to the
*riting.l*oiisJrey should consider this as a free
knowledge communitY'

Contributions to FELT:

o

o

involved in teaching of
Contributions are welcome from anyone
in articles related to
English. We are primarily interested
focus on the actual
language learning and teaching with
articles which highlight
classroom situation' We also welcome
Language Teaching'
new developments in the field of English
the year' Contributions of
Contributions are invited throughout
will be given preference while publishing'
subscribers
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Subscription Details:
Individuals and Institutions

:

Rs 6004 for one year

Rs 1000/-fortwoyears

Contributors are advised

to retain a copy of the

article sent for

publication.

All

contributions

attempts

will

will be gratefully

acknowledged and all possible

be made to incorporate them inthe

FELT.

For more detail kindly see the Website: www.rieni.org
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